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Abstract

The spread against a dominant flow of a marine invasive species with pelagic

larval stage is a complex ecological phenomenon. This upstream spread in-

volves the interplay between a number of processes including demography

and dispersal of organisms, and variability in these processes. The main ob-

jectives of this thesis are to study the connection between dispersal, demog-

raphy and spread in this setting and to understand the effect of variability

in dispersal on spreading speeds. As a case study, I used the invasive green

crab, Carcinus maenas, which has maintained a relatively consistent rate of

spread for over 100 years covering a wide range of temperate latitudes and

local hydrological environments along the Atlantic coast of North America. I

developed a stage-structured integrodifference equation modelling framework

to link spreading speed to underlying demographic and dispersal processes.

First, simple kernels (namely Normal and Laplace) were used to model the

larval dispersal. Then, a mechanistic kernel with behaviour was incorpo-

rated into the stage-structured integrodifference equation model. The tem-

poral variability of the kernel was parameterized by using a particle-tracking
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submodel embedded into a 3-dimensional hydrodynamic model of the Gulf

of St. Lawrence. Results indicated that the relationship between demog-

raphy and dispersal was compensatory for all the three kernels. Sensitivity

analysis indicated that larval dispersal had more effect on spreading speed

than any demographic parameter. Our simulation implied that there was

a spatial structure in the larval dispersal. Further, when dispersal parame-

ters vary with time, using the time-averaged dispersal would underestimate

the upstream invasion spread rates. Thus, accounting for spatial and an-

nual variations in dispersal in population models is important to enhance

understanding of spatial dynamics and population spread rates.

My research thus contributed to (i) applied science by ranking different possi-

ble strategies in the management of a marine invasive species, (ii) theoretical

ecology by developing tools to incorporate biophysical and behavioural fea-

tures into the dispersal component of an integrodifference equation model,

and by showing that the year-to-year dispersal variability increases the up-

stream spreading speed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Ecological questions regarding biological invasions in marine systems can

be addressed by mathematical models. Fundamental questions include: (i)

“At what rate will the population invade a new territory?” (ii) “What are

underlying mechanisms of a biological invasion?” (iii) “How sensitive is the

invasion spread rate to changes in the underlying mechanisms?” (iv) “What

is the effect of dispersal heterogeneity on the spread rate?”. Answering such

questions can provide insights on and rank possible management strategies to

anticipate, plan for and respond to bioinvasions. In this thesis, I investigate

these questions by developing a series of spatial models to study the invasion

of the green crab, Carcinus maenas, on the east coast of North America.

Although I use the green crab invasion as a case study, the models can be

modified for any species of interest.

Invasive species are those that are introduced to an area outside of their
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natural environment. They are more formally known as non-native or non-

indigenous invasive species. Some have the ability to spread very rapidly and

cause enormous environmental and industrial damage. The green crab is a

highly effective predator that has maintained a relatively consistent rate of

advance for over 120 years covering a wide range of temperate latitudes and

local hydrological environments along the Atlantic coast of North America

[73]. Green crabs were first detected on the east coast of North America

in New York and southern Massachusetts in 1817 [53]. Genetic analysis

indicated that this lineage originated from southern Europe (likely from Por-

tugal; [133]), hence the name “southern lineage”. Green crabs were later

introduced near Chedabucto Bay in eastern Nova Scotia in the 1980s from

the northern end of the crab’s native range in Europe (likely Norway; [133]),

hence the name “northern lineage”. It took about 120 years for the crab to

expand its geographical range from south of Massachusetts to southwest of

the Halifax area. Samples collected from Kouchibouguac Lagoon (eastern

shore of New Brunswick) in 2013 showed the establishment of green crab in

that area (Fisheries and Oceans, unpublished data). The northward expan-

sion occurs against the dominant water flow, which is southwestward along

the Scotian Shelf (Nova Scotia Current; [35]) and counterclockwise in the

Gulf of St. Lawrence (surface circulation; [35]). Once introduced, the estab-

lishment and spread of this predator is readily apparent due to its impact

on local communities and ecosystems, fisheries (e.g., shellfisheries and eels),

and bivalve aquaculture [53, 73, 175].
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This thesis consists of two models to predict and study the invasion

speed of the green crabs on the east coast of North America. The first

model (in Chapter 2) is an age-structured integrodifference equation (IDE)

model to investigate the green crab’s spreading speed and the relationship

between demography and dispersal. I assumed that dispersal occurs during

the pelagic larval stage and model it by using simple Normal and Laplace

distributions for simplicity. Sensitivity analyses were conducted to evaluate

the change in spreading speed in response to changes in demographic and

dispersal parameters. The second model (in Chapter 3) is an age-structured

integrodifference equation model with a stochastic dispersal component to

investigate the observed upstream spread rate of the invasive green crab on

the east coast of North America. This model was extended from the first

model by using a mechanistic approach for the larval dispersal kernel which

allows incorporating year-to-year variability into the dispersal kernel.

In the present Chapter, modelling strategies and background relevant to

the work in this thesis are discussed. In Section 1.1, reaction diffusion models

are reviewed as a background to integrodifference equation models. A general

introduction to some of the concepts and basic analysis are discussed. In

Section 1.2, integrodifference equation models are then reviewed. In Section

1.3, some recent developments in stochastic modelling are briefly discussed.
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1.1 Reaction-diffusion models

There is a substantial mathematical literature dealing with modelling and

analysis of the spread of invasive species. One of the most fundamental con-

clusions of such models is the potential for spatial expansion of a population

in the form of an invasion wave. The rate of advance of such a wave (the

invasion spread rate) can be calculated from such models.

The earliest studies of invasion spread rates used single-species reaction-

diffusion models of the form

∂u

∂t
= f(u)u+D

∂2u

∂x2
, (1.1)

where u(x, t) is population density at location x and time t, f(u) is the

density-dependent per-capita growth rate, and D (space2/time) is the diffu-

sion coefficient representing the diffusive movement of the dispersers [43].

Diffusion models can be derived as the large scale limits of dispersal

models based on random walks [116, 156]. They can also be derived from

Fick’s law which describes the flux of a diffusing substance in terms of its

gradient [112, 116], or from stochastic differential equations [45].

In a pioneering work, Skellam [143] (see also [60]) combined the diffu-

sive description of dispersal with population dynamics, effectively introducing

reaction-diffusion equations into theoretical ecology, paralleling Fisher’s ear-

lier contribution to genetics [43]. Skellam analyzed the spread of muskrat in

Europe by using a special case of Equation (1.1) when growth is Malthusian.
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That is, the population grow or decay exponentially due to assuming that

f(u) = ε, with ε constant.

Analytically, Kolmogorov et al. [74] showed that single-species reaction-

diffusion models like Equation (1.1) with a step function for the initial pop-

ulation density, u(x, 0), predict an asymptotically constant spreading speed

c∗ = 2
√
RD, (1.2)

where R is recruitment rate and equal to f(0) and D is the diffusion coef-

ficient. Aronson and Weinberger [5, 6] proved the same result if the step

function is replaced by a compact non-zero initial population density. Note

that expression (1.2) relates the spreading speed of the population, c∗, with

the demographic parameter, R, and the dispersal parameter, D. Specifically,

for a given c∗, the recruitment rate R and the diffusion coefficient D are in

a hyperbolic relationship. This relationship is often referred to as “compen-

satory relationship”. This is due to the fact that high R can compensate

for low diffusivity D, or low R can be compensated by high D to allow the

population spread at a consistent speed c∗.

These models oversimplify the demography and dispersal processes by

neglecting (i) demographic structure, such as age, size and developmental

stage, and (ii) possible dispersal complexities other than diffusive movement

(modeled by Gaussian distribution). Note that the Gaussian (Normal) dis-

tribution is a single-parameter probability density function which is rarely
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supported by field measurements of dispersal [e.g., 44, 171, 172]. Instead,

leptokurtic distributions, which have fatter tails compared to the Normal

distribution, are more commonly observed [116, 117]. Further, the reaction-

diffusion models assume that movement and reproduction are independent

processes and that the population is observed on a time-scale that allows the

two processes to be modelled as synchronous.

Reaction-diffusion models have been extended to incorporate features

such as population structure, dispersal behaviour and species interactions.

The importance of population structure for demography is well known [21,

155]. Population structure has been incorporated into reaction-diffusion

models and has been applied to many systems [see 21, 116, 140, and ref-

erences therein]. Reaction-diffusion models have also been extended to ac-

count for dispersal behaviour that is more complex than simple diffusion,

specifically advection or taxis, and dispersal in response to densities of con-

specifics, prey, or predators; see for example Kareiva and Odell [71] and Bel-

gacem and Cosner [11] or the discussion of chemotaxis and cross-diffusion in

Murray [112]. Further, species interactions, spatial heterogeneity and Allee

effects (i.e., whereby per capita growth rate is diminished at low densities [1])

have been incorporated in reaction-diffusion models [see 140, and references

therein].

Note that despite the various extensions mentioned above, for a struc-

tured population with a different dispersal pattern for each stage, the use of

a structured reaction-diffusion framework is not appropriate. Specifically, for
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aquatic species (such as the green crab) with a pelagic larval stage, the dis-

persal process of larvae is more complex than that of the sessile adults. The

larval dispersal is influenced by factors such as water currents, turbulence

and environmentally-induced variability. Thus, a single-parameter Gaussian

distribution might not appropriately represent the larval dispersal features,

but might be a good approximation for adult dispersal. A more general ap-

proach to incorporate different types of dispersal rather than Gaussian has

been made possible by integrodifference equation (IDE) models [76], which I

review in the next section.

1.2 IDE models

IDE models assume a separation between the demography and dispersal pro-

cesses, and this is suitable for organisms that have distinct dispersal and

reproduction stages and that reproduce during a brief interval at a specific

time of the year. Importantly, a wide range of dispersal functions including

leptokurtic distributions can be used in IDEs. Leptokurtic dispersal patterns

can be better described by functions with additional parameters [76] or by

mixtures [26, 27]. These models change the predictions of spread and allow

constant, accelerating and decelerating spread rates, unlike reaction-diffusion

models that only result in a constant spread rate [76].

For the sake of simplicity, I restrict my consideration to one spatial

dimension and populations with non-overlapping generations. I also assume
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that dispersal takes place in an infinite space to neglect boundary effects. I

first briefly review unstructured IDE modelling framework. Then I describe

the more general structured IDE models and provide a brief review of recent

results.

1.2.1 Unstructured IDE

Assuming that the species first reproduces and then disperses, the IDE model

combines a nonlinear operator for density-dependent growth with a linear

operator for dispersal. The unstructured (single-staged) IDE model is

ut+1(x) =

+∞∫
−∞

k(x− y)b(ut(y))ut(y)dy. (1.3)

The dispersal kernel, k(x−y), is the probability density of finding at position

x an offspring released at position y. b is the per capita growth rate function

and t is discrete time. It is assumed that the environment is homogeneous, so

that dispersal probability depends on the distance between positions x and y

rather than on both of them separately. More generally, in a heterogeneous

environment with density-dependent dispersal, both the dispersal kernel and

the birth rate could depend on x, y and u independently [114].

Weinberger [166] showed that a broad class of models predict that spread

rate eventually approaches a constant value, provided that the dispersal ker-

nel is exponentially bounded. There are some cases that exponentially un-

bounded dispersal arise from data [116, 117, 171]. The value of the constant
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spread rate depends on the shape of the kernel, more leptokurtic kernels

typically yielding a larger value spread rate [76]. Fat-tailed kernels (ker-

nels which are not bounded by any exponential function) result in a rapid

expansion [107, 108].

Although density-dependence often plays a crucial role, surprisingly,

when b(u) ≤ b(0) and under certain conditions (see next section), lineariza-

tion of Equation (1.3)

ut+1(x) = b(0)

+∞∫
−∞

k(x− y)ut(y)dy, (1.4)

gives a good estimate for the invasion speed. This is known as the linear

conjecture [109, 157] which is discussed in detail in the next section. The

result is that, in the case that an invasive species spreads in the form of a

traveling population wave, in the absence of an Allee effect [1, 149], the wave

speed is determined by the population dynamics at the leading edge of the

moving front [166]. At the edge of the front, the population density is small

and thus b(u) ' b(0).

A stationary wave (i.e., the traveling wave with a profile of a constant

shape) traveling with a speed c is a solution which exhibits invariance trans-

lation, i.e.,

ut+1(x) = ut(x− c). (1.5)

There are two key types of population waves associated with biological
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invasions. “Pulled waves” are driven by growth and dispersal processes at

the leading edge of the invasion where densities are low. “Pushed waves”

are driven by the growth and dispersal processes further back in the wave

where densities are higher. This may occur when the reproductive dynamics

exhibit an Allee effect and the linear conjecture no longer holds [84]. In

this case, the wave is no longer “pulled” by the leading edge of the wave,

but is “pushed” by individuals reproducing at higher densities and spilling

outwards (via the dispersal kernel) at densities sufficient to overcome the

threshold for population growth [76]. See also [46] for a formal description

of pushed and pulled waves.

Since equation 1.4 is linear, we look for a solution of the form

ut(x) = C · e−s(x−ct), (1.6)

where C is a constant and s is a parameter giving the slope of the wave front.

Having substituted (1.6) into (1.4) and assuming that z = x− y, we obtain

e−sxesc = b(0)

+∞∫
−∞

k (z) esydy (1.7)

and hence

esc = b(0)M(s), (1.8)
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where

M(s) =

+∞∫
−∞

k(z)eszdz. (1.9)

Equation (1.8) is referred to as the characteristic equation of (1.4). M is

called the moment generating function corresponding to the dispersal kernel

k. We immediately can obtain the equation for the speed of the population

wave:

c(s) =
1

s
ln
[
b(0)M(s)

]
. (1.10)

It is seen that Equation (1.10) has a family of solutions parameterized by s.

Here, a remarkable theorem by Weinberger [165, 166] states that the wave

propagates with the minimum value of c(s) defined by (1.10) for particular

kinds initial data. The existence and stability of travelling wave solutions

and a formula for the asymptotic spread rate c∗ as

c∗ = min
0<s

1

s
ln
[
b(0)M(s)

]
, (1.11)

followed from Weinberger’s theorem.

1.2.2 Structured IDE

Individuals differ in their vital rates and response to the environment, and

much of that difference is determined by age, size, developmental stage, or

other population structure. Stage-structure may lead to a lower estimate of

spreading speed [114, 155].
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To add stage structure, I considered one equation for each of the n

stages as follows:

uit+1(x) =

∫ +∞

−∞

n∑
j=1

kij(x− y)bij

(
u1t (y), · · · , unt (y)

)
ujt(y)dy, (1.12)

for i = 1, · · · , n, where uit(x) is the population density in the ith stage at

location x and time t. bij is the density-dependent per capita production

rate of stage i individuals at time t + 1 by stage j individuals at time t.

kij(x − y) is the probability that an individual making the transition from

stage j to stage i moves from location y to location x in a homogeneous

habitat. The representation of structured IDE models in simplified matrix

notation reads as

uuut+1(x) =

∫ +∞

−∞
[KKK(x− y) ◦Buuu]uuut(y)dy, (1.13)

where the symbol “◦” stands for the Hadamard product, wherein multipli-

cation is componentwise. The element in the ith row and jth column of

KKK(x− y) ◦Buuu is kij(x− y)bij(u
1
t (y), · · · , unt (y)).

I shall use boldface symbols like uuu to denote a vector in Rn, that is

uuu = (u1, u2, . . . , un). Here n is the number of species involved in the system.

A componentwise order relation is defined on the set of n-vector valued func-

tions. Specifically, I define uuu ≥ vvv to mean that ui(x) ≥ vi(x) for all i and x.

I use uuu� vvv to mean that ui(x) > vi(x) for all i and x. I use the notation 000
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for the constant vector all of whose components are 0. The norm I consider

here is the supremum norm, defined as

‖uuu‖ := sup
x
|uuu(x)|, (1.14)

where |uuu(x)| denotes the Euclidian norm.

Given a constant n-vector βββ � 000, I define the set of functions

Cβββ = {uuu : uuu is continuous and 000 ≤ uuu(x) ≤ βββ, x ∈ R}. (1.15)

Consider an operator QQQ on Cβββ in form of a discrete-time recursion

uuut+1 = QQQ[uuut] for t = 0, 1, 2, . . . . (1.16)

where the vectored-valued function uuut(x) = (u1t (x), u2t (x), . . . , unt (x)) repre-

sents the population densities of the populations of n species or classes at

the point x at time t.

Definition 1.2.1. The operator QQQ is said to be order-preserving if uuu ≥ vvv

implies that QQQ[uuu] ≥ QQQ[vvv] for all uuu and vvv in Cβββ. A recursion system (1.16) in

which QQQ has this property is said to be cooperative.

Definition 1.2.2. A function uuu is said to be an equilibrium of QQQ if QQQ[uuu] = uuu.

Definition 1.2.3. Given x, y ∈ R, the translation and reflection operators

are defined by TTT y[uuu(x)] = uuu(x − y) and RRR[uuu(x)] = uuu(−x) respectively for
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uuu ∈ Cβββ. An operator QQQ is said to be translation invariant if QQQ[TTT y[uuu]] =

TTT y[QQQ[uuu]] for all y. An operator QQQ is said to be reflection invariant if

QQQ[RRR[uuu]] = RRR[QQQ[uuu]] for all uuu.

In biological terms, a translation invariant operator represents a homo-

geneous habitat, so that the growth and dispersal properties are independent

of location.

Definition 1.2.4. A linear operator LLL is said to be a linearization (or Fréchet

derivative) of QQQ at 000 if for any ε > 0 there exists a δ > 0 such that ‖uuu‖ ≤ δ

implies ‖QQQ[uuu]−LLL[uuu]‖ ≤ ε‖uuu‖.

For single stage recursion, i.e., n = 1 in (1.16), it has been shown

by Weinberger [166] that if QQQ has only two spatial homogeneous equilibria,

namely 000 and βββ, is order-preserving and is translation and reflection invariant,

then under some natural conditions on QQQ, there is a spreading speed c∗ with

the properties that for any positive ε > 0,

lim
t→∞

{
max

|x|≤(c∗−ε)t
|uuut(x)− βββ|

}
= 0 (1.17)

for any initial function uuu0(x) which lies above 000 plus some positive constant

on a sufficiently long interval. Also

lim
t→∞

{
max

|x|≥(c∗+ε)t
|uuut(x)|

}
= 0. (1.18)

for any initial function uuu0(x) which lies between 000 and βββ and is 000 outside a
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bounded set. Expressions (1.17) and (1.18) state that if an observer moves

slower than c∗, then he or she will eventually see the population rise to its

none-zero equilibrium state βββ. On the other hand, if the observer moves

faster than c∗, then he or she will eventually see the population decline to

the zero equilibrium state.

Further, Weinberger [165, Theorem 3] has proven that expression (1.17)

implies that the equilibrium state βββ, unlike 000, is stable in the following sense.

Let uuut be a solution of the recursion in (1.16) and 000 ≤ uuu0 ≤ βββ is bounded

away from uuu0 outside a bounded set.Then, uuut converges to βββ uniformly in x

as t→∞.

If QQQ is replaced by its linearization LLL at 000, then

c∗ ≥ c̄, (1.19)

where c̄ is the spreading speed for the linearized recursion. Further, if

QQQ[uuu] ≤ LLL[uuu], (1.20)

then

c∗ = c̄. (1.21)

Definition 1.2.5. The system (1.16) is said to be linearly determinate

if property (1.21) holds.

A statement of belief that under certain conditions a system is linearly
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determinate is called a linear conjecture [109, 157]. It states that the speed

of invasion for any nonlinear model is governed by its linearization at low

population densities, as long as there are no Allee effects and no long-distance

density dependence. The linear conjecture is supported by many numerical

studies [20, 23, 114].

Lui [93, 94] obtained sufficient conditions for the linear determinacy of

a certain class of multi-species cooperative models in which operator QQQ in

recursion (1.16) has only two equilibria and satisfies relation (1.20).

Weinberger and co-authors considered (1.16) for the case where the

system is allowed to have three or more equilibria [85, 87, 167, 168]. Their

results show that, under certain conditions, relation (1.19) holds for recursion

(1.16). Also, if there are only two equilibria, these two speeds are identical,

thus (1.21). Their results have been obtained under a sharper set of condi-

tions than Lui’s.

In the case that the recursion (1.16) is not cooperative, linear deter-

minacy has been proven for a class of reaction-diffusion systems and inte-

grodifference equations in which QQQ can be bounded between two cooperative

operators [e.g. see 162, 163].

Liang et al. [90] and Liang and Zhao [88] have extended the theory of

spreading speeds and traveling waves for monotone autonomous semiflows

to periodic semiflows in the monostable case. The linear determinacy for

cooperative periodic systems has been proven in these studies.

Note that in all of the studies above, operator QQQ has to be compact (or
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precompact) with respect to the topology of uniform convergence on bounded

intervals for the existence of traveling waves. That is, every sequence uuut of

functions in Cβββ has a subsequence uuuti, such that the sequenceQQQ[uuuti] converges

uniformly on every bounded subset of R. Liang and Zhao [89] relaxed this

condition using a sequence of operators with compact support to approximate

the given operator QQQ.

Note that the models developed in this thesis are all cooperative. Thus,

their dynamics are linearly determined (Definition 1.2.5) and the existence

of travelling wave solution is the result of the theory developed by [94]. The

following proposition is adapted from [101, Proposition A.1] which is a sum-

mary of the theoretical work of Lui [94].

Proposition 1.2.1. Let QQQ : Cβββ → Cβββ satisfy the following conditions:

(1) QQQ[000] = 000, QQQ[βββ] = βββ, 000 is unstable and βββ is stable with respect to QQQ.

(2) QQQ is translation invariant and has no other fixed point besides 000 and βββ

in Cβββ.

(3) QQQ is order-preserving in Cβββ.

(4) QQQ is continuous in the topology of uniform convergence on bounded sub-

sets of R.

(5) Let

(LLL[uuu](x))i =
n∑
j=1

∫ +∞

−∞
uj(x− y)lij(y)dy
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be the linearization of QQQ at 000, where lij ≥ 0 is an integrable function. I

assume that

QQQ[uuu] ≤ LLL[uuu] forall uuu ∈ Cβββ. (1.22)

(6) Given that ŝ > 0, the matrix HHH(s) = (hij(s)), where

hij(s) =

∫ +∞

−∞
lij(z)eszdz (1.23)

is irreducible for 0 < s < ŝ.

Let λ1(s) be the spectral radius of HHH(s) and let

c∗ = min
0<s<ŝ

[1

s
lnλ1(s)

]
, (1.24)

Then c∗ is the asymptotic spreading speeds of the operator QQQ in the positive

direction in the following sense. Let uuu0 ∈ Cβββ, uuu0 is non-trivial and vanishes

outside of a bounded interval in R. Let uuut be a solution of recursion (1.16).

Then for any small ε > 0,

lim
t→∞

{
min

|x|≤(c∗−ε)t
|uuut(x)− βββ|

}
= 0 (1.25)

and

lim
t→∞

{
max

|x|≥(c∗+ε)t
|uuut(x)|

}
= 0. (1.26)

Neubert and Caswell [114] developed a straightforward method to cal-

culate the asymptotic spread rate c∗ (1.24). They also developed mathemat-
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ical theory to carry out sensitivity analysis for structured IDE models like

(1.13). In general, it is not possible to minimize the expression in (1.24) and

determine c∗ analytically. Thus, the spreading speed must be determined

numerically from (1.24).

1.3 Stochastic models

The dynamics of ecological populations is affected by numerous and diverse

processes that are stochastic in essence. Although some processes can be

approximated by deterministic models in which stochasticity is averaged out,

there are cases where neglecting variability may lead to miss some important

ecological features of the population dynamics.

Some notable examples that deterministic models have been successfully

addressed ecological problems include: predator population response to prey

density [160], algae response to sunlight intensity [40], predicting the spread-

ing speed of invading populations and determining the basic relationship

between the invasion spreading speed and the underlying demography and

dispersal processes [114, 121]. Also, diffusion equation (described in Section

1.1) is a classical example that a stochastic phenomenon can be described

by a deterministic model. Although application of the diffusion equation

is somewhat restricted by the underlying assumption that the density of

diffusing particles/individuals should be sufficiently high (in order to keep

fluctuations small), it was shown by Skellam [143] that a random motion of
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a single individual can be also described by the diffusion equation as soon

as we treat its solution as the probability distribution function to locate the

individual around a given position in space.

Despite the usefulness of deterministic models, there are many open

questions about how good the deterministic approximations are and in what

situation the stochastic component is essential to be incorporated into a

model. An observation that makes this issue even more controversial is

that sometimes mathematical models based on deterministic and stochas-

tic approaches lead to very similar results; one example can be found in

recent works by Kawasaki et al. [72] and Mimura et al. [105]. On the other

hand, processes such as the patchy spread and variation in invasion spreading

speeds observed in real systems cannot be captured by deterministic models

[41, 83].

Studying the effect of demographic and dispersal stochasticity on inva-

sion spreading speed has only recently received the attention of theoretical

ecologists. Caswell et al. [23] provided a theoretical framework for calculat-

ing spreading speed and sensitivity analysis for stochastic, structured IDE

models. Their results indicate that under certain conditions, the spreading

speed eventually converges to an asymptotic speed in temporally varying en-

vironments. In a similar work, Schreiber and Ryan [138] proved analytically

that in stochastic, structured IDEs, the invasion speeds are asymptotically

normally distributed with a variance that decreases in time. For populations

structured by a continuous state variable, Ellner and Schreiber [41] simi-
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larly provided a stochastic version of an earlier autonomous (time-invariant)

model for invasion speed [69]. Their main result is that, temporal varia-

tion in the dispersal may lead to accelerating spreading speed. It is notable

that stochasticity in demographic processes typically reduces invasion speed

[77, 83].

In the following thesis, I first developed deterministic models and estab-

lished a basic compensatory relationship between demography and dispersal

processes that was linked to consistent invasion spreading speeds in marine

systems. Then stochastic dispersal was incorporated into the population

model. My results indicated that in structured IDE models averaging the

dispersal process over time would underestimate the spreading speed. Other

types of stochasticity could be explored in the future build up from my work.
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Chapter 2

Sensitivity of invasion speed on

dispersal and demography: an

application of spreading speed

theory to the green crab

invasion on the coast of the

northwest Atlantic 1

2.1 Introduction

In today’s cosmopolitan world, invasive species are a common and serious en-

vironmental issue [123, 140]. Prediction of the spreading speed of an invasive

1This chapter is published in MEPS, [47]
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species is important to anticipate, to plan for and to respond to bioinva-

sions. Accurate prediction requires a comprehensive understanding of the

demography of the species, the dispersal capability of individuals, and the

interaction between these two processes [58]. This also includes quantifying

demographic and dispersal rates, which vary across the species’ life stages.

Tools that enable one to integrate all this information and track population

dynamics include structured-population models. These models have been

developed and applied to a number of marine and terrestrial systems [155].

The model that I used in this study combines a matrix describing pop-

ulation growth with an integral operator describing movement of individuals

within a season. The result is a system of integrodifference equations (IDE).

This class of models assumes discrete time and continuous space. The popu-

lation is divided by age, and the demographic matrix incorporates age-specific

survival probabilities and fecundities [21]. My model further assumes that

the dispersal of individuals is modeled by a kernel; this dispersal kernel is a

function governing the redistribution of individuals in continuous space [76].

Such models are typically used when reproduction is seasonal [76]. Structured

IDEs were introduced by Neubert and Caswell [114] to describe dispersal be-

havior and demographic processes and have been applied to a number of

systems [104, 114, 132]. Comparing the spreading speed predicted by these

models to empirical observations provides a means to estimate demographic

and dispersal variables affecting spreading speeds [58]. I used this procedure

to better understand the processes affecting the spread rate of the European
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green crab, Carcinus maenas, on the coast of the northwest Atlantic.

Biological invasions generally involve three phases: arrival of an alien

species into a new locality, establishment of a viable population of this species

in the locality, and spread of this species into surrounding areas [42]. In this

thesis, the focus is on the spread phase of the green crab. The vast majority of

introductions of invasive species, including C. maenas, throughout the world

have been attributed to transport by human agents [73, 123]. The growth

of transport networks has accelerated new introductions in recent years [62].

The successful establishment of the species is highly dependent on its demo-

graphic attributes and on the environmental conditions at the new locality

[140]. Subsequent spread into surrounding areas is dependent on the species’

demographic rates and dispersal mechanisms. The green crab seems to have

all the appropriate attributes for establishment and spread [73], given its

successful expansion onto the coasts of North America (both Atlantic and

Pacific), South Africa, Australia, South America, and Asia. Once introduced,

the establishment and spread of this highly effective predator is readily ap-

parent due to its impact on local communities and ecosystems, shellfisheries

and other fisheries (e.g., eels), and bivalve aquaculture [53, 73, 174].

Audet et al. [7] compiled diverse information and concisely documented

green crab distribution along the Atlantic coast of Nova Scotia between 1951

and 2002. In a more recent examination using genetic analysis, Roman [133]

discovered that the green crab population on the east coast of North Amer-

ica comprised two major genetic lineages: a southern lineage and a northern
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lineage. Green crabs were first detected on the east coast of North America

in New York and southern Massachusetts in 1817 [53, 137]. Genetic analy-

sis indicated that this lineage originated from southern Europe (likely from

Portugal; [133]), hence the name “southern lineage”. Green crabs were later

cryptically introduced near Chedabucto Bay in eastern Nova Scotia in the

1980s from the northern end of the crab’s native range in Europe (likely

Norway; [133]), hence the name “northern lineage”. It took about 120 years

for the crab to expand its geographical range from south of Massachusetts

to southwest of the Halifax area. Specifically, from Newport (Rhode Island)

in 1844, the invasion reached Prospect Bay, Nova Scotia, by 1966. Studies

of intertidal animals between 1965 and 1973 did not detect any presence of

green crabs between Halifax and St. Marys River (Guysborough County,

eastern Nova Scotia). This time lag in the dispersal history of green crabs

in Atlantic Canada is followed by the appearance of the northern lineage of

green crabs in Guysborough County first reported in 1985 [128, 133]. The

spread of the northern lineage has continued in both directions along the east

coast with dispersal throughout Northumberland Strait and Prince Edward

Island (Canada) since 1994 [133]. Annual monitoring and sampling have been

employed systematically since 2001 by Fisheries and Oceans Canada. Sam-

ples collected from Kouchibouguac Lagoon (eastern shore of New Brunswick)

in 2013 showed the establishment of green crab in that area (Fisheries and

Oceans, unpublished data). The northward expansion for both lineages oc-

curs against the dominant water flow (see Figure 2.1), which is southwestward
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along the Scotian Shelf (Nova Scotia Current [35]) and counterclockwise in

the Gulf of St. Lawrence (surface circulation [35]).

Figure 2.1: Northward spread of the green crabs on the east coast of North
America.

In this thesis, I examined the surprisingly consistent northern range ex-

pansion of the green crab (C. maenas) on the east coast of North America,

for both the southern and northern lineages. I analyzed the presence/ab-

sence data for established green crab populations along the one-dimensional

coastline, and empirically estimated the spread rate using linear regression. I

developed an age-structured IDE to model changes in density of three stages
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of the invasive green crab (first-year juveniles, second-year juveniles, and fe-

male adults) from one generation to the next. Analysis of this model yields

the relationship between spreading speed, demography (namely recruitment)

and dispersal. Assuming the speed from field data as a case study, I ob-

tained a relationship between demography and dispersal of the green crab.

I investigated this relationship with and without an advective displacement

downstream (southwards). I conducted sensitivity analysis to evaluate the

change in spreading speed in response to changes in demographic and dis-

persal parameters.

2.2 Methods and mathematical model

2.2.1 Study species

The European green crab is an omnivore, native to European and North

African coasts, and is invading many temperate regions around the world

[73]. It has synchronous, overlapping generations. Many aspects of the life

history of green crabs are conducive to a successful invasive ability: females

are highly fecund, producing an average of 185000 eggs in one brood [29];

the planktonic larval period is long (50 to 90 d) and development (four zoeal

stages and a megalopal stage) occurs mostly off-shore, providing larvae with

the potential to naturally disperse over longer ranges than the benthic ju-

veniles and adults. Whether the main driver of green crab spread is due to

larval dispersal or adult movement is currently debated [153]. Note that an-
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thropogenic vectors may also be important in the spatial dynamics of green

crabs [73]. Hydrodynamically-driven dispersal, predominantly larval disper-

sal, has been documented for many aquatic species as a natural mechanism of

dispersal through connected systems, including green crabs [73, 178], zebra

mussels (Dreissena polymorpha [14]), and cladocerans (Daphnia lumholtzi

[141]). Green crab larvae have some active control over their dispersal as

they perform active vertical migrations in the water column between a depth

of 20-25 m during the day and 30-45 m at twilight [129]. They utilize se-

lective tidal stream transport to return to intertidal and shallow subtidal

zones to settle and metamorphose into benthic juvenile crabs. The life span

and seasonal timing of demographic events vary among different areas [9].In

Maine and Nova Scotia, the life span of green crabs is ∼ 6 y, most females

mature at age 2-3 y, mature females release larvae from June to August, and

larval settlement occurs in late August to early October [12, 73].

2.2.2 Field data

The data considered in this chapter are a subset of a dataset of the time and

location of sightings of adult green crabs from 1844 to 2013 on the west coast

of the North Atlantic ([7, 73, 133]; see Canadian Aquatic Invasive Species

Database2). In this study, I considered the spreading speed of the southern

and northern lineages of green crabs separately. The range of the southern

lineage extends from Newport (Rhode Island), through the Gulf of Maine,

2http://geoportal.gc.ca/eng/Gallery/MapProfile/3#
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and up to Halifax Harbor. The northern lineage was considered partly in

Nova Scotia (near the Strait of Canso) and mostly throughout Northumber-

land Strait up to the Kouchibouguac Lagoon (New Brunswick). Although

both lineages spread northward and southward after the first introduction,

and interact at some locations along the coast [70, 133], I was only inter-

ested in estimating the northward spreading rate as, excluding the areas

where the 2 lineages may interact, this represents a natural (as opposed to

anthropogenic) spreading rate of the green crab invasion in this region.

Empirical estimation of spreading speed was carried out in two steps.

First, a coastline was defined from New York to Gaspé (Quebec) as a set of

points connected by line segments. The choice of the coastline segments was

based on the minimum spacing of the data. This affects the estimation of

the spread rate, but to my knowledge there is no way of determining which

choice of the coastline is better than another. Second, sighting locations

were projected onto this coastline; the northern most point along the defined

coastline was selected for each year with sightings to produce a time series of

distances (Figure 2.2(a)). These were further subdivided into two datasets

for the northern and southern lineages, respectively. I chose Newport, Rhode

Island, as the origin of the coastline (Figure 2.2(b)). The regression analy-

sis was carried out in R [131] by using the function lm() and the function

confint() with a level of 0.95 to compute 95% confidence intervals of the

estimated spreading speed for the two lineages.

In defining the coastline through the Bay of Fundy, I used the obser-
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vation that green crabs expanded from the west coast of the bay to the

opposite coast in only two years, 1951-1953. Specifically, I inferred from the

data that the invasion front was near the mouth of the Magaguadavic River

in Passamaquoddy Bay, New Brunswick (northwest side of the outer Bay of

Fundy), in 1951 and near Sandy Cove in St. Marys Bay, Nova Scotia (south-

east side of the outer Bay of Fundy), in 1953. There is a strong southeast

current near between these two locations, which is part of a counterclockwise

gyre in the Bay of Fundy [4]. I defined the theoretical coastline as a straight

line between these two locations (rather than all the way up into and around

the upper Bay of Fundy).
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Figure 2.2: (a) New England (USA) and maritime Canada with the coastline
defined for this study (small white circles), and positions of first observation
of establishment of green crabs Carcinus maenas projected onto the coastline
(large symbols: circles for the southern lineage, triangles for the northern
lineage; black symbols represent suspect data points). (b) Estimation of the
northward spreading speed of C. maenas (c∗S and c∗N for the southern and
northern lineages, respectively). Distance 0 is Newport, Rhode Island. The
lines indicate the fit from a linear regression model without the suspect data
points (black symbols); c∗S = 14.2 ± 3 km y−1 (95% CI) and c∗N = 17.8 ± 3
km y−1.

2.2.3 Model formulation

My model consists of a system of IDEs describing the spatial and temporal

dynamics of a stage-structured population. I considered only female green

crabs, because the population dynamics are assumed to be determined by

female vital rates. The model has three life stages: first-year female juveniles,

second-year female juveniles, and mature female adults. Let uuut(x) denote

the vector of abundances of each stage at discrete time (t) and continuous
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space (x). Hence, the entries of uuu are for first-year crabs, second-year crabs,

and third-year and older crabs. Note that time is discrete, so that t is a

nonnegative integer, and space is continuous, so that x is a real number.

The population at a given location at time t + 1 is determined by summing

the individuals dispersing there from the entire coastline between time t and

time t+ 1. Thus, the model takes the following form:

uuut+1(x) =

∫ +∞

−∞
[K(x− y) ◦B]uuut(y)dy, (2.1)

where K is the dispersal matrix, B is the population projection matrix.

The symbol ‘◦’ represents the Hadamard product which indicates entrywise

multiplication of the two matrices. The use of the Hadamard product of B

and K in Equation (2.1) follows from an assumption that the population has

distinct, non-overlapping reproductive and dispersal phases. The rows and

columns of the matrices B and K correspond to the stages of the model.

B is assumed to have the form:

B =


0 0 φbL

b1 0 0

0 b2 bA

 , (2.2)

where bA is the survival probability of adults, and b1 and b2 are the survival

probabilities for first and second year juveniles, respectively (survival proba-

bilities are assumed to be similar for females and males; [73]).The upper right
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entry in matrix B, φbL, is the number of first-year female juveniles produced

per female adult per year; specifically, it is a product of the average number

of female eggs produced per mature female each year (φ), and the probability

a given egg survives to become a settled first-year juvenile (bL). See Table

2.1 for an overview of the demographic and dispersal parameters.

Symbol Description Unit
bL Survival probability of planktonic larvae until settlement -
b1 Survival probability of first-year juveniles (over 1 yr) -
b2 Survival probability of second-year juveniles (over 1 yr) -
bA Survival probability of female adults (per year) -
c∗ Spreading speed km y−1

µ Net displacement downstream km
φ Average number of female eggs produced per mature female per year Eggs female−1 y−1

r Recruitment rate to adult females (r = φbLb1b2) Adult female offspring female−1 y−1

σ Standard deviation of larval dispersal km

Table 2.1: Descriptions and units of parameters of the integrodifference equa-
tion (IDE) model used to investigate the spreading speed and its relationship
between demography and dispersal of the green crab Carcinus maenas.

Without dispersal, Equation (2.1) is simply the linear model uuut+1 =

Buuut, which is known to have exponentially growing solutions as long as the

reproduction number, R0 =
φbLb1b2
1− bA

, is larger than one [33]. Hereafter, I

assume that this condition is satisfied. If instead R0 < 1, the population will

decay to zero.

The dispersal matrix K is as follows:

K =


0 0 k13

δ 0 0

0 δ δ

 , (2.3)

where k13 is the larval dispersal kernel and δ is the Dirac delta-function.
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The entries of K are the dispersal kernels associated with the corresponding

elements of B. For example k13, the top right entry of K, is the distribution

of the settled locations of the bL surviving first-year juveniles appearing in the

top right entry of B. In my model, I assumed that the probability of dispersal

from an adult at position y to a settled juvenile at position x depends only

on the relative displacement x − y. Thus, dispersal kernels are functions

of a single variable. What I call the larval dispersal kernel is a probability

distribution for the relative locations of the offspring that survive to the first-

year juvenile stage. Note that k13 specifies the distribution of crabs recruited

from the adult stage to the first-year juvenile stage; thus, k13 models the

dispersal of crab larvae.

I did not explicitly model the population of larvae since they are present

for only a few months each year only in the water column and not settled

on the coastline. Instead, the larval stage appears implicitly in the model

through the dispersal terms. Further, survey data are collected in a specific

season (usually the end of summer) when counts of larvae are negligible and

the juvenile and adult stages are dominant.

2.2.4 Dispersal kernels and model analysis

To study the effect of the form of the larval dispersal kernel on the spreading

speed, I considered two exponentially bounded dispersal kernels: the Normal

and Laplace distributions, denoted by kN and kL, respectively. The selec-

tion of these dispersal kernels was motivated by the consistency of the range
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expansion of green crabs along the west coast of the North Atlantic over

120 years of recorded observations [7, 73, 133]. Fat-tailed dispersal kernels,

such as the Cauchy distribution, are those lacking exponentially bounded

tails; these kernels have been shown to lead to accelerating speeds of invasion

[76, 107] and so were not further considered here. The kernels are symmetric,

but have nonzero means to model. I incorporated a parameter to represent

the net displacement ”downstream” due to the dominant southwestward cur-

rents along the west coast of North Atlantic (see for example Bigelow [13]

for information in the Gulf of Maine, Davis and Browne [35] for Nova Sco-

tia and Gulf of St. Lawrence). Normal dispersal kernels are expected from

simple diffusion theory [76, 156], and have been used to model random walks

[118, 140]. The Normal distribution was chosen in my analysis, partly for

mathematical convenience and partly owing to a lack of knowledge of larval

dispersal. The Laplace distribution is a good approximation to many of the

leptokurtic distributions found in nature [75]. It has a heavier tail compared

to the Normal dispersal kernel [91], indicating a greater tendency for long

distance dispersal. The Laplace kernel can be derived mechanistically from

Gaussian diffusion by adding behavioral detail. Examples include (i) dif-

fusion with advection towards the origin [78], as might occur in territorial

individuals or central place foragers, and (ii) diffusion coupled with constant

probability of settling [91, 113] possibly after finding a suitable habitat. Syn-

chronous settling gives a Normal dispersal kernel [113].

Due to the long planktonic duration and off-shore development of green
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crab larvae in open waters, it is expected that the invasion is driven mainly

by larval dispersal. I therefore neglected dispersal of juveniles and adults.

Specifically, I assumed a Dirac-delta dispersal function δ for all transitions

except for the recruitment from adult to first-year juvenile, which involves

the larval stage.

Under the previous stated assumptions that (i) B is nonnegative, (ii) the

basic reproduction number is greater than one, and (iii) the entries of K are

exponentially bounded, then it is known [165] that all nontrivial solutions of

Equation (2.1) that start in a confined area converge to a solution with a fixed

profile moving at a constant speed. The speed of this traveling wave solution

can be determined as a function of the parameters in the demographic (B)

and dispersal (K) matrices [114].

The assumption that the entries of K are exponentially bounded is

equivalent to assuming the existence of moment generating functions for the

entries of K [76]. The moment generating function of the dispersal matrix

K(z) is defined as follows:

M(s) =

∫ +∞

−∞
K(z)eszdz, (2.4)

for all s in some interval about zero [76]; where s is a parameter related

to the shape of the travelling wave (a spatial decay rate). The moment

generating function is well defined for the Dirac-delta function δ, and for any

exponentially bounded kernel. Thus, Equation (2.1) has a finite spreading
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speed and constant-speed travelling wave solutions [166].

Using the Normal and Laplace distributions (kN and kL, respectively),

I are able to compute the corresponding moment-generating functions (mN

and mL, respectively) as follows:

kN =
1√
2πσ

e
−(
x− y + µ√

2σ
)2

, mN = e
−sµ+(

sσ√
2
)2

, |s| < +∞, (2.5)

kL =
1√
2σ
e

−
√

2|x− y + µ|
σ , mL =

2e−sµ

2− (sσ)2
, |s| <

√
2

σ
. (2.6)

In both of these dispersal kernels, µ ≥ 0 is the net displacement downstream

and σ is the standard deviation of dispersers from this mean. Note that

the larval dispersal parameters µ and σ are dependent on oceanographic

features, temperature, larval pelagic duration and any interaction between

hydrodynamics and larval behavior.

Following the theorems of Weinberger [166] as outlined by Neubert and

Caswell [114], the invasion speed c∗ is given by

c∗ = min
0<s<ŝ

[1

s
lnλ1(s)

]
, (2.7)

where λ1(s) is the principal eigenvalue of the wave projection matrix H(s) =

B ◦M(s) for each 0 < s < ŝ. Note that ŝ is the upper bound of the domain

of M in Equation (2.4). The principal eigenvalue, λ1, of H for a well-defined

moment generating function m13, corresponding to the larval dispersal kernel
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k13, is the leading root of the characteristic equation

λ3 − bAλ2 − rm13(s) = 0, (2.8)

where r = φbLb1b2. Applying a technique developed by Miura [106], it follows

that

λ1 = 2
bA
3

coshψ +
bA
3
, (2.9)

where for the Normal distribution

ψ =
1

3
cosh−1{1 +

27re
−sµ+(

sσ√
2
)2

2b3A
}, (2.10)

and for the Laplace distribution

ψ =
1

3
cosh−1{1 +

27re−sµ

b3A(2− (sσ)2)
}. (2.11)

Note that r is a recruitment rate, i.e., the expected number of new female

adults that survive to maturity per mature crab each year. Having an ex-

pression for c∗, given by Equation (2.7) with λ1 as the leading root of (2.9),

enables one to analyze the effects of demographic and dispersal parameters

on the spreading speed. This dependence is illustrated by the contour plots

in Figure 2.3 which were constructed as follows. Define the speed

c =
1

s
ln[λ1(s, r, bA, µ, σ)]. (2.12)
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Then the minimum c∗ occurs when

∂c(s, r, bA, µ, σ)

∂s
= 0. (2.13)

MapleTM [98] was used to calculate Equation (2.13) symbolically and numer-

ically compute r, σ as a function of s for a given µ. This computation gives

a parametric representation of r and σ with respect to s for a given c∗ and µ.

The critical value for s in Equation (2.7) is denoted by s∗. The existence of

s∗ is guaranteed by the convexity of λ1 with respect to s [94]. This simulation

was done for both the Normal and Laplace dispersal kernels. I use Matlab R©

[102] to generate the contour plots in Figure 2.3.

2.2.5 Elasticity analysis

To study the effect of changes in the dispersal and demographic parameters

on the invasion speed, c∗, I performed an elasticity analysis. An elasticity

is a proportional measure of sensitivity and is useful when demographic and

dispersal parameters are measured on different scales. It is defined here as

the derivative p∂ ln(c
∗)

∂p
where p is the parameter of interest, and it can be

interpreted as the percent change in c∗ with a percent change in p. The

elasticity analysis of c∗ with respect to the dispersal parameters µ and σ

is computed by differentiation Equation (2.12), implicit differentiation of

Equation (2.8) and evaluating at s∗. The elasticity analysis of c∗ with respect

to the demographic parameters required the technique developed by Neubert
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Figure 2.3: Contour plot of the spreading speed (c∗) of green crabs Carcinus
maenas derived from the model (Equation 2.7, with Laplace dispersal kernel)
versus dispersal and demographic parameters, σ and r. Four values were
chosen for c∗ (10, 20, 30, 40 km y−1) in 2 cases: µ = 0 km shown by full
lines, µ = 100 km shown by dash-dotted lines. I assumed bA = 0.75. See
Table 2.1 for definitions.
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and Caswell [114] for structured IDEs.

To analyze the sensitivity of c∗ to changes in demographic parameters

in the matrix B, let hij be the ijth element of H, let v and w be the right

and left eigenvectors of H(s∗) corresponding to λ1(s
∗), and let 〈, 〉 denote the

scalar product. Following Neubert and Caswell [114], the elasticity of c∗ to

changes in the ijth element of the demography matrix B, bij, is defined as

follows:

bij
c∗
∂c∗

∂bij
=

hij(s
∗)

λ1(s∗) ln(λ1(s∗))

viwj
〈v,w〉

. (2.14)

where vi and wj refer to the ith (jth) component of v(w). Note that all

quantities m13, λ1, hij, and their derivatives are functions of s; in Equations.

(2.5),(2.6), (2.9) and (2.12), they are all evaluated at s = s∗.

Note that the adult survival probability, bA, can be estimated according

to the life expectancy of the adult crabs. Assuming the adult life expectancy

to be 4 years [12], results in bA = 0.75. Based on a fecundity of 185000±7000

and a 1 : 1 sex ratio [29], I have an estimate for φ on the order of 100, 000. The

larval survival probability (bL) for other marine invertebrates with similar

pelagic larval stages has been estimated to be in order of 0.001 [126, 152].

To my knowledge, there is no estimate for the green crab’s juvenile survival

probabilities (b1 and b2). All I can say is that they are in the range of (0, 1).

Thus, I deduce r to be on the order of 100 or lower. I have an estimate for

currents [13, 97, 125], which can be used to guess a range for µ of (0, 400) km.

In Figure 2.3-2.5, two values for µ are considered: 0 km and 100 km. To my
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Figure 2.4: Recruitment rate, r, of green crabs Carcinus maenas, c∗ and bA
are fixed at 17.8 km y−1 (see Figure 2.2) and 0.75, respectively, with Laplace
and Normal dispersal kernels for larval dispersal. Elasticity of spreading
speed is shown with respect to recruitment rate for different values of stan-
dard deviation of dispersal (Equation (2.6)).The curves corresponding to
µ = 0 km and µ = 100 km are shown in bold red and fine black, respec-
tively. See Table 2.1 for definitions.
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knowledge, there is no estimate for the standard deviation of displacement

(σ). To illustrate the results in Figure 2.3 and 2.4, σ varies in the range of

(0, 200) km. In Figure 2.5(a) and (b), I choose b1 = b2 = 0.5 and σ = 30 km.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.5: Elasticity of the spreading speed, c∗, of green crabs Carcinus
maenas with respect to each model parameter. (a) Net displacement, µ = 0
km, (b) µ = 100 km (Equation 2.12). The calculations assumed a Laplace
distribution for k13 (larval dispersal kernel) and the following parameter
values: bL = 0.001; b1 = b2 = 0.5; bA = 0.75. In panel (a), σ = 30 km, and
c∗ = 54 km y−1; in panel (b), σ = 30 km, and c∗ = 24 km y−1. See Table 2.1
for parameter definitions. Note that the elasticities of c∗ to φ, b1, b2 and bL
are always identical and only depend on the value of the product r.
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2.3 Results

2.3.1 Empirical estimates of spreading speed

A set of times (years) and locations of first appearance of adult green crabs

were obtained from the larger dataset of green crab sightings. The resulting

dataset for the first appearance contains several suspect points (Figure 2.2).

I therefore carried out the statistical analysis with the full first appearance

data and repeated the analysis with suspect points removed. The suspect

points for the southern lineage are as follows: Newport (Rhode Island) in

1844, the tip of Cape Cod in 1872, and Guysborough (Nova Scotia) in 2002.

The first two were suspect because the data points may not meet the criterion

on sightings of recently established adult green crabs, and the third because

of the likeliness of interactions with the more recently introduced northern

lineage. For the northern lineage, since the spatial environment is different

south and north of the Strait of Canso, I conducted the regression for the

northern lineage with and without the point located before the Strait of

Canso (Chedabucto Bay in 1985).

I estimated the northward spreading rate of the southern lineage as

8.8± 2 km y−1 (95% CI) with all three suspect points included, and 14.2± 3

km y−1 without them (Figure 2.2). If I just included Newport 1844 and

Cape Cod 1872, and excluded Guysborough 2002, the rate was 8.7 ± 3 km

y−1. If the 2002 data point was included and the 1844 and 1872 were not,

the rate was 12.8 ± 2 km y−1. For the northern lineage, if I combined the
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data points south and north of the Strait of Canso, the estimated spreading

speed was 15.8 ± 3 km y−1. The estimated spread rate regarding only the

points north of the Strait of Canso was 17.8 ± 3 km y−1 (Figure 2.2). I

chose the latter estimate for mathematical analysis whenever an independent

estimation of the spreading speed was required. This decision was based on

the higher confidence in the dataset used for the northern lineage spreading

northwest of the Strait of Canso (from Aulds Cove in 1994, Nova Scotia, to

Kouchibouguac, New Brunswick, in 2013).

2.3.2 Relationship between spreading speed and de-

mographic and dispersal parameters

The analysis of my model yields a relationship between the northward spread-

ing speed of the green crab, the demographic parameters and the parameters

of the dispersal process. Assuming the observed mean spread rate, this relates

the mean µ and standard deviation, σ, of larval dispersal to the recruitment

rate of adult females r (Figure 2.3), and provides insight into the relative

importance of these two processes during a spreading event. The results can

be summarized in two parts: first, the upstream spreading speed c∗ is in-

creasing in both r and σ and decreasing in µ; and second, a given spreading

speed can be achieved with various combinations of feasible values of r and

σ (for example high r and low σ, or low r and high σ). More precisely, there

is a concave up curve in the (r, σ) plane giving rise to the constant spread
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rate observed for the green crab along the east coast of North America. If we

suppose that, for example, µ = 0 km (isotropic larval dispersal), the spread-

ing speed of 17.8 km y−1 estimated for the northern lineage (Figure 2.2(b))

could be the result of a recruitment rate of 100 adult female offspring/female

adult/y and a standard deviation of larval dispersal of 9 km, or a recruitment

rate of 1 adult female offspring/female adult/y and a standard deviation of

larval dispersal of 40 km. Similarly, if we suppose that µ = 100 km (a net

downstream dispersal), the observed spreading speed of 17.8 km y−1 would

result from either r = 100 y−1 and σ = 30 km or r = 1 y−1 and σ = 100 km,

or any combination on the contour connecting these points (Figure 2.4).

Besides the trade-off between r and σ for a given c∗ value, at relatively

low σ, a small decrease in σ requires a large increase in r to obtain the

same spread rate, and at relatively high σ, a small decrease in σ requires a

small increase in r. This trade-off is well known when modeling using IDEs

population persistence in the face of advection [95, 120]. Note that in Figure

2.4 the c∗ contours shift up as µ increases (i.e., as net advective displacement

moves downstream) which matches with the results of Pachepsky et al. [120].

For a given spreading speed c∗ (e.g., 17.8 km y−1), the type of dispersal

kernel (Laplace versus Normal) does not greatly affect the relationship be-

tween r and σ (Figure 2.4). However, there are differences in concavity in the

c∗ contours, which have implications on the sensitivity of c∗ to r and σ. The

sensitivity of c∗ to r for low versus high values of σ is not consistent along

the c∗ contours for the Normal and Laplace distributions. The sensitivity
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reverses as σ increases; i.e., the sensitivity of r in low values of σ is higher

for the Normal than the Laplace curve, but the sensitivity of r in high values

of σ is higher for the Laplace than the Normal curve.

The elasticity of c∗ to r increases along c∗ contours as r decreases for a

given µ. That is, for a given c∗, c∗ is more sensitive to changes in r at low

r (Figure 2.4). Also the elasticity of c∗ to r increases with µ. In a broader

elasticity analysis of c∗ to the underlying parameters, I considered two cases

(in Equation (2.6)). First, I assumed that the net displacement downstream

was small relative to σ (µ = 0 km), which is equivalent to using the isotropic

larval dispersal kernel in the model (Equation (2.1)); second, I assumed a

large (relative to σ) net displacement downstream (specifically, µ = 100 km),

which leads to a shifted dispersal kernel. Spreading speed is equally sensitive

to the vital rates included in the definition of r for the two cases (Figure 2.5),

i.e., the elasticity to each of φ, bL, b1, b2 (fecundity, and survival probability

of larvae and juveniles) is approximately 0.2 when µ = 0, and 0.4 when

µ = 100. The adult’s survival probability bA has a lower proportional effect

(0.04 when µ = 0 km, and 0.2 when µ = 100 km) than the other vital rates;

Figure 2.5 implies that a percent change in r is roughly 5 times in first case

(2 times in second case) more effective at reducing the spreading speed c∗ as

a similar percent change in bA. Contour plots of the elasticity of spreading

speed c∗ to recruitment rate r or adult survival bA in the (r, bA) plane with

µ = 0 (Supplementary material, Figure 2.6) indicate that c∗ is less sensitive

to adult survival than to recruitment rate. Note that c∗ is most sensitive to
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recruitment rate r when both r and adult survival bA are low (Figure 2.6

a). Sensitivity of c∗ to bA does not seem to be similarly affected by values

of r (Figure 2.6 b) . The dispersal standard deviation, σ, has the largest

elasticity, and so the most effect on c∗ (Figure 2.5). The elasticity is 1 when

µ = 0, which means that, if σ increases by 1%, then c∗ would increase by

1%. It also indicates that a percent change in the dispersal parameter, σ,

has 5 times more effect on c∗ than a similar percent change in r when µ = 0.

Information on the sensitivity of c∗ to variations in the parameters can be

used to design sampling methods that maximize the accuracy of estimates

of the most critical parameters. The elasticity information also informs us

about the parameter that managers could focus on to try to control the

invasion if possible. The above discussion of the elasticities is based on the

specific parameter values noted in the figure captions (Figure 2.4, 2.5). I

speculate that these results are valid more generally for the full range of

feasible parameter values.

2.4 Discussion

2.4.1 Relationship between spreading speed and de-

mographic and dispersal parameters

The spread of the invasive green crab (Carcinus maenas) along the east coast

of North America has provided an opportunity to examine the relationship
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between demographic and dispersal processes involved in the spread in a the-

oretical context. Despite many studies and much attention on the green crab

problem, there is a need for new advances in both empirical and theoretical

work. The results presented here illustrate that there are many combinations

of the recruitment rate (a demographic parameter, r) and the standard de-

viation of larval dispersal (a dispersal parameter, σ) that give rise to a given

spreading speed c∗. More specifically, I computed c∗-contours in the (r, σ)

parameter plane and found that (i) The importance of recruitment rate on c∗

is dependent on the values of the recruitment rate; (ii) the net displacement

downstream, µ, has a negative impact on c∗; and (iii) the elasticity of c∗

to r increases as r decreases. However, c∗ is more sensitive to the dispersal

parameter, σ, than the demographic parameters. Although the observation

of a consistent spreading speed of the green crab on such large geographical

and temporal scales triggered my study, it remains difficult to conceive that

the demographic and dispersal parameters are constant along the entire coast

or that they change in such a way as to keep c∗ constant. It seems that the

advance might be limited to extremes in annual conditions and only appear

steady on the scale of decades.

The realized trade-off relationship between demography and dispersal

parameters in the context of spreading speed theory has been previously

observed in the Fisher equation [43, 165]. The Fisher equation is a scalar
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reaction-diffusion model, and with advection it yields

c∗ = 2
√
RD − v, (2.15)

where c∗ is the upstream spreading speed, R is the intrinsic growth rate of

population (in my model, recruitment rate r = logR ), D is the diffusion

coefficient, and v is the downstream advection speed experienced by the

organisms (v > 0; note that here we have an advection speed, as opposed to

a advective displacement after a set period of time as in my model). Thus, the

relationship between demography and dispersal parameters in Fisher model

is analytically expressed (Equation (2.15)) and the c∗ contours in the R −

D plane are hyperbolic and shifted up as v increases. This is similar to

the results of a stage-structured IDE model (as my model), which to my

knowledge has not been presented in the literature before (see Figure 2.3

and 2.4). The relationship that we see in my model is not hyperbolic, but

the contours are concave and increasing/decreasing with the parameters in

the same ways as the Fisher model. From Fisher model to my model, there

are two other models: (1) generalizations of Fisher’s equation to advective

systems and structured populations [120], and (2) non-structured IDEs [76].

Both give computational results similar to ours.
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2.4.2 Mathematical simplifications in the model

A number of assumptions were made in developing the green crab model of

Equation (2.1). First, the model assumes a one-dimensional coastline. While

this is a common assumption in population dynamic models, adding an extra

space dimension may include the effect of ocean back-eddies and turbulent

flow on the kernel for larval dispersal. For example, Méndez et al. [103] ap-

plied a two-dimensional dispersal kernel to model the reaction transport of

particles in diffusive media. However, assuming a one-dimensional coastline

is appropriate for my model, because green crabs settle, grow and repro-

duce in intertidal and shallow subtidal areas [73]. Effectively, the two and

three-dimensional aspects of the hydrodynamics are integrated, resulting in

a dispersal along a one-dimensional coastline. Second, the model assumes

an infinitely long coastline. This assumption is necessary to apply the trav-

eling wave analysis leading to the spreading rate, and is reasonable (since

the coastline is very long relative to the scale of the crab’s demographic and

dispersal processes) up until the population reaches the northern limit of

the coastline. Applying the same modeling procedure to a more realistic

coastline with finite length has been studied in the context of persistence in

fragmented habitats [95, 159]. Understanding the role of spatial heterogene-

ity on invasion dynamics is currently a topic of much interest (reviewed in

[58]). Third, the model assumes a simple shifted kernel for larval dispersal

and assumes a negligible dispersal for juvenile and adult stage to simplify

the analysis. Note that it is my future plan to relax this assumption and
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examine the spatial population dynamics with adult dispersal. Fourth, the

demographic processes are assumed to be linearly dependent on population

density. Specifically, there is no density dependence in vital rates: no carry-

ing capacity and no Allee effects. Finally, all vital rates are assumed to be

independent of location. These last three assumptions are discussed in de-

tail below, and are related back to my main question about the relationship

between demography and dispersal.

2.4.3 Larval dispersal kernel

Determining a realistic kernel for larval dispersal is nontrivial. The larval

stage is difficult to observe and track in the marine system. The simplest ap-

proach taken here was also that taken by Byers and Pringle [18], who assumed

a Normal (Gaussian) dispersal kernel. My investigation of the Laplace dis-

tribution was motivated in part by the result that Normal dispersal coupled

with a constant settling rate results in a Laplace kernel [113]. Asymmetric,

shifted and bimodal dispersal kernels have all been suggested and applied

to coastal population dynamics [19, 121, 128, 139]. In this work the shifted

dispersal kernels were considered to account for advection. It is reasonable

to assume that behavior and pelagic duration of larvae play a critical role

in determining dispersal distance for marine species [139], and this can be

examined theoretically using existing hydrodynamics models that incorpo-

rate vertical migration behavior and maturation times of larvae (e.g., [24]).

Given that my elasticity analysis indicated that the spreading speed c∗ was
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most sensitive to the larval dispersal parameter σ, more work needs to be

done to more thoroughly understand larval dispersal of green crabs in oceanic

environments.

There are several approaches to estimating the dispersal parameters,

µ and σ. The small size and fragility of larvae makes standard tagging ap-

proaches (e.g., [63]) inapplicable. Alternative methods to estimate propagule

distribution include genetic studies [8, 144], use of natural phenotypic tags

[3], and hydrodynamic models [24, 61, 66]. Since determining the path-

ways and distance of larval transport through direct means is neither logis-

tically tractable nor currently affordable, using hydrodynamic models is a

good alternative to understand larval transport processes [10]. At large spa-

tial scales, such modeling can describe larval advection pathways, determine

the relationship between spawning and nursery areas [37], and account for

patterns of variation in recruitment rates [158]. At smaller spatial scales,

numerical hydrodynamic models have identified settlement sites [65].

2.4.4 Linear model versus density dependence

My model (Equation (2.1)) assumes linear population growth, since recruit-

ment and survival rates are density independent. Thus, the per capita growth

rate derived from the demographic matrix, B, was constant. In the absence

of Allee effects, including a carrying capacity has no effect on the invasion

speed because it does not affect the dynamics at the leading edge of an inva-

sion [140]; I therefore did not include a carrying capacity to keep my model
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as simple as possible. In the situation of species establishing themselves in

a new environment, Allee effects may be important, as a critical number of

individuals may be needed for successful production of offspring [140]. In-

cluding Allee effects in the demographic matrix gives rise to nonlinearities

in the rates of population growth as well as spread [140]. Specifically, if the

basic reproduction number R0, defined as the spectral radius of B, is less

than one, then the initial rate of spread can be slower than predicted by

Equation (2.1), but then it can increase with time [84]; if so, the constant

rate of spread modeled in my study would no longer hold. Rather, the rate

of spread would have a sigmoid pattern over time [140]. Allee effects may

occur among invading green crabs, and I wondered if the time series for each

crab lineage (Figure 2.2b) showed an indication of slower initial spread if I

was to include the first two data points (Newport in 1844, and Cape Cod in

1872) for the southern lineage and the first data point (Chedabucto Bay in

1985) for the northern lineage. However, my data set is not precise enough

to genuinely differentiate between a linear and curvilinear pattern, and so I

opted to model the simpler (linear) pattern.

2.4.5 Spatial dependencies, and other estimates of spread-

ing speed in green crabs

I assumed for my modeling exercise that the green crab’s vital and dispersal

rates were independent of geographic location. Yet, the northwest Atlantic
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coast has different physical environments, with different water temperatures

and fine-scale currents [39, 54, 56, 173]. Given that development rates are

temperature dependent [36], one would expect population dynamics of green

crabs, as of other organisms, to be spatially dependent (i.e., vary from one

geographic location to another). Indeed, observation of the considerable de-

crease in abundance of green crabs (southern lineage) before reaching Halifax

(actually, around Prospect Bay, Nova Scotia) in the 1960s was attributed to

the influence of the cold Nova Scotia Current slowing and even arresting

larval development [7]. Other studies dealing with the northward spread of

green crabs along sections of the same coast as in my study provide different

estimates of spreading speed, and may be indicative of finer-scale variation in

spreading speed. For example, Grosholz and Ruiz [53] estimated (using data

from Glude [49] and Welch [169], and applying linear regression) a spreading

speed of 63 km y−1 from north of Cape Cod through Maine to just east of

Cape Sable in southwestern Nova Scotia. Klassen and Locke [73] reported

speeds of up to 100 km in a year in certain areas of the southern Gulf of

St. Lawrence. I estimated speeds of 100 km y−1 (from 1994 to 1997) for the

coast of Cape Breton, Nova Scotia, likely related to the very high currents

associated with Cabot Strait (Gharouni et al. unpublished data). However,

estimates similar to that in my study (∼ 8 − 18 km y−1, depending on the

data points I included in my analysis) have been reported too. Recently, Ka-

nary et al. [70], using absolute distances between locations representing first

observations of green crabs and linear regression, reported an average north-
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ward spread rate of 14.3 km y−1 for the southern lineage from Massachusetts

(1817) to Prospect Bay, Nova Scotia (1966). Glude [49] reported that green

crabs took 79 years (1872-1951) to spread from Cape Cod to Passamaquoddy

Bay, New Brunswick, a distance of about 690 km, which equates to an av-

erage rate of spread of 8.7 km y−1. Glude [49] apparently expected a faster

spread for the species, presumably based on its long planktonic duration,

and attributed the slow spread to water temperatures that, for much of the

region, were historically less than the species’ minimum tolerance. The dif-

ference in estimated spread rate of C. maenas along the east coast of North

America may be partly related to the use of different data sets, as well as

different methods of projecting the data to derive the distance between two

locations. In sum, my assumption of fixed vital and dispersal rates is sim-

plistic; however, the present parameter values may represent good and useful

time- and space-averaged values.

Three relevant studies have mathematically modeled the green crab in-

vasion on the east coast of North America, and different modeling approaches

were used to investigate spread dynamics. Grosholz [51] applied a single-stage

partial differential equation (PDE) to model the invasion process, which as-

sumed a Normal dispersal kernel and a non-structured population. In the

following thesis, I have already shown that the exponentially-bounded kernel

used (e.g., Normal versus Laplace) makes little difference to the estimate of

spreading speed (see also [18]). However, having no built-in stage structure

may make a large difference, and lead to modeled units (crabs) contribut-
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ing (i.e., growing and reproducing) too quickly to the modeled population

[155], and to a higher estimate of spreading speed [114]. Byers and Pringle

[18] built population structure into their model: they used a cellular au-

tomata simulation with dispersing larvae and sessile adults, They concluded

that green crabs could spread upstream, similar to the conclusion reached by

Pachepsky et al. [120] for a generic aquatic organism. Pringle and coauthors

[127, 128] used the same model to investigate various aspects of the mixing of

the southern and northern green crab lineages. Kanary et al. [70] also devel-

oped a stage-structured IDE (one for each green crab genetic lineage) based

on [120, 121]. However, they added competition between the two lineages

and examined the spread rate of both lineages before and after they met.

Their model estimated the northward spread rate of the southern lineage

at 18.76 km y−1 (which is close to their empirical estimate and to my own

estimates), a southward spread rate of the northern lineage at 38.17 km y−1

(which is in the same direction of the dominant current along coastal Nova

Scotia), and a southward spread of the two interacting lineages of 18.82 km

y−1.

In other parts of the temperate world, there is wide variation in the es-

timated rate of range expansion by invasive C. maenas. In South Australia,

the mean rate of spread was approximately 1.7 km y−1 from the early 1970s to

2003 (estimated by linear regression [153]). Such slow rates may be related

to decreased vital rates of green crabs because of interactions with native

species (possibly culminating to biotic resistance [68, 148]), and of physical
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environmental conditions, and/or to decreased dispersal of the crabs because

of spatial heterogeneity of invadable habitat or other phenomenon [58]. In

South Africa, C. maenas spread was on average 16 km y−1 from 1983 to 1992

(estimated by linear regression; Grosholz and Ruiz [53]), which is within the

same range as in my study. In contrast, C. maenas appear to have spread

quickly along the North American Pacific coast. Following its initial de-

tection in 1989 or 1990, the species spread throughout San Francisco Bay

(maximum distance of about 80 km) in only 3 years (≈ 27 km y−1; Cohen

et al. [30]), apparently through natural dispersal. Although there are a num-

ber of mechanisms that could have facilitated its spread around the bay (a

bait industry, heavily fouled tires used as bumpers on vessels), none of these

are strongly implicated as important in its spread [153]. Between 1993 and

1994, the species spread from San Francisco Bay to Bodega Harbor in north-

ern California, a distance of about 120 km [53]. Subsequently, the species

very rapidly spread to Oregon and possibly southern Washington in 1996,

and to the west coast of Vancouver Island, Canada, in 1998 (i.e., 100’s km

y−1; [175]). In many such studies, it is difficult to tease out whether spread

was assisted by anthropogenic transport and/or strong currents; in the case

of the west coast of North America, the rapid spread rate is correlated with

strong coastal currents associated with the 1997/1998 El Niño event [176].

It is interesting that green crab spread rates similar to those observed on our

coast can be found elsewhere in the world (e.g., South Africa).
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2.4.6 Implications for further field research and for

management

Once established at a location, management of a green crab invasion consists

of finding ways of controlling the densities and limiting secondary spread.

Eradication does not appear to be a viable option for established green crabs

given the high biotic potential and long-dispersing larval stage of the species

[38, 134]. Managing anthropogenic activities that facilitate green crab spread,

such as anthropogenic transport vectors if identified, is an obvious manage-

ment option [73] that is currently being implemented in various areas [151].

Managing or manipulating natural aspects of the green crab’s life cycle is

more difficult. My modeling exercise provides insights here, since it can as-

sess the influence of demographic processes and dispersal on the spreading

speed. Specifically, the results of elasticity analysis can be used to identify

the most influential parameters involved in the spread rate, which could be

targeted by managers.

Elasticity analysis indicated that the standard deviation of larval dis-

persal (σ), rather than vital rates (fecundity, survival probabilities) has the

most effect on spreading speed. This result is partly due to my assumption

that only larvae disperse and not adults. It has been shown in age-structured

reaction-diffusion models that the spreading speed increases as the mobility

of the immature population stages increases [e.g., 146]. For this model, the

invasion is due to the larval dispersal and the wave is pushed forward by lar-
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vae dispersal. I conjecture that the average age of the adult crabs decreases

towards the front of the wave. This conjecture could be generalized to any

spreading species where dispersal is dominated by the larval stages and the

adults are sessile, and should be checked in the field. Based on the elasticity

analysis, anything affecting larval dispersal distances is expected to cause

relatively large changes in the spreading speed; so changes in weather that

affect currents, changes in the location of currents, etc. are expected to be

relatively important in affecting the crab spread rate.

However, larval dispersal is not manageable by humans. The next pa-

rameters that most affected spread speeds were fecundity (φ) and survival

of larvae and juveniles (bL, b1, and b2). Methods of lowering fecundity of or

rendering infertile green crabs using parasites have been discussed in the past

[50], although there may be problems with host specificity. Larval survival

is likely another process (like larval dispersal) that cannot be manipulated;

typical of marine species with long-lived larval stages, the probability of lar-

vae surviving and returning to coastal areas for settlement is highly variable,

being dependent on the oceanic environment [126]. One stage that may be

manageable, but that we do not know much about, is the juvenile stage.

Generally, juvenile crabs are cryptic, and their survival has been shown to

be dependent on finding suitable shelter [64]. Density of juvenile green crab

on intertidal shores can be reduced due to limited shelter availability or com-

petition for shelters with other crab species [67]. There may be methods

to limit juvenile densities that would be interesting as a management op-
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tion, perhaps involving traps attractive to juveniles. The parameter that

least affected spread dynamics in my model was survival of adults (bA). It

is noteworthy that green crab control options most considered by managers

(fishing, trapping to reduce adult survival [161]) are focused on the life stage

that least affects spread dynamics; the adult stage is the stage most easy to

manipulate, but with the least effect. A fuller exploration of the interactions

between spreading speed, recruitment rate and adult survival (Figure 2.6)

suggests that manipulation of juvenile survival will have more impact on the

dynamics if adult survival is also low. Note that the effect of manipulating

adult survival does not seem to similarly depend on what happens to the ju-

venile stage. Taken together, reducing juvenile survival in combination with

reducing adult survival may be an effective and achievable management strat-

egy. The demographic sensitivity analysis (Figure 2.5) can provide a start

for a cost-benefit analysis; my sensitivity analysis suggests that a change in

adult survival (bA) is 2 to 5 times less effective at reducing spreading speed

than changes in the other vital rates (φ, bL, b1, b2). So, if changing bA is not

2 to 5 times cheaper than changing the other vital rates (juvenile survival

probability envisioned to be most feasible), then it may be worth spending

money to control younger stages. Note though that the factor of 2 and 5

probably depends on the values of bA and r. Note also that a next step is

to incorporate adult movement [153] in my model and to assess effects on

spatial population dynamics and possible management strategies.
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2.5 Conclusions

The green crab (Carcinus maenas ) has had fairly consistent northward

spread rate (8− 18 km y−1) along the east coast of North America since its

first introduction in the 1800s, covering more than 50◦ of latitude, about 2000

km of coastline, different water bodies, and two cryptic invasions. This spread

rate can be obtained with many combinations of realistic demographic and

dispersal rates of green crabs. My age-structured integrodifference model for

the green crab made a number of considered and appropriate simplifications,

assuming a one-dimensional, continuous and long coastline, exponentially-

bound dispersal of larvae, and no density dependence in the recently es-

tablished green crab populations. I found that the choice of dispersal ker-

nel (Normal or Laplace distribution) for larvae only minimally affected es-

timates of spreading speed. Furthermore, a mean displacement downstream

does not affect the relationship between the standard deviation of the dis-

persers and recruitment rate. Whereas, it has an impact on the spreading

speed. Sensitivity analysis of the model indicated that the dispersal param-

eter (specifically, the standard deviation of larval dispersal) had more effect

on population dynamics than demographic parameters. Among demographic

parameters, some (fecundity, and larval and juvenile survival probabilities)

had more effect than others (adult survival probability), and this has implica-

tions for what managers might want to target to control the invasion. Future

field research requirements, indicated by my modeling exercise, include better
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understanding of the factors affecting survival of juvenile green crabs as well

as testing model predictions in the field. Future modeling research directions

include assessing the effect of different types of dispersal kernels beyond the

symmetric, exponentially-bounded Normal and Laplace distributions, and

evaluating the effect of patchy habitats on the crab’s spreading speed and

the possibility of adult movement contributing to dispersal rates. Obviously,

further study of larval processes using hydrographic modeling, population

models and field investigations would improve the quality of model inputs.
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Figure 2.6: Contour plots of the elasticity of the spreading speed c∗ to a)
recruitment rate r and b) adult survival bA in the (r, bA) plane, for the stage-
structured intregro-difference model Equation (2.1) of the green crab Carci-
nus maenas. The standard deviation of dispersals of crab larvae was fixed at
11 km when µ = 0 km. c∗ varied between realistic rates of 11 to 37 km y−1,
in response to changes in recruitment rate r (from 5 to 1500 adult female
offspring female adult−1 y−1) and in probability of adults surviving over one
year bA (from 0.01 to 1). The contour lines represent the elasticity of c∗. As
a first example, when r = 6 and bA = 0.01 (and so c∗ ≈ 12 km y−1), elasticity
of c∗ to r is 0.4 (in panel a), and elasticity if c∗ to bA is 0.002 (in panel b). As
a second example, when r = 1500 and bA = 0.91 (and so c∗ ≈ 37 km y−1),
elasticity of c∗ to r is 0.11 and elasticity of c∗ to bA is 0.005.
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Chapter 3

Stochastic dispersal increases

the rate of upstream spread: a

case study with green crabs on

the northwest Atlantic coast 1

3.1 Introduction

Understanding the mechanisms used by invasive species to spread against a

dominant current in an aquatic environment remains an interesting problem

today despite more than two decades of research. Upstream spread is related

to the “drift paradox”, whereby populations persist even when subjected to

1This chapter is submitted to PLOS ONE, [48]
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continuous advection [110]. One hypothesis is that variability in flow direc-

tion (e.g. due to turbulence or tides) coupled with high reproductive rates

is sufficient to compensate for the downstream loss of individuals [147]. In

marine systems, we see flow variability due to widely different phenomena

[118]. These can be grouped broadly into two relevant time scales: (i) the

dispersal period (typically the larval stage) and (ii) the adult life span. Even

when variability on the shorter (within year) scale is not sufficient to re-

solve the drift paradox, longer-scale variability (year-to-year) may still allow

persistence and upstream spread.

The green crab (Carcinus maenas) is a particularly interesting case

study because it is a high impact invasive species and is an effective dis-

perser [52, 73, 135]. On the coast of New England and Maritime Canada,

it has shown a fairly consistent northeast spread rate over a large tempo-

ral scale (∼120 y) and spatial scale (along the Gulf of Maine, the Atlantic

coast of Nova Scotia and the southern Gulf of St Lawrence) [47, 73], despite

spreading through water bodies with different characteristics and the occur-

rence of multiple introductions [133]. Further, this invasion occurred against

the dominant (southwest) flow [16, 55].

There is a need for more careful study of dispersal. Not only is it

challenging to obtain good estimates of dispersal distances, past modelling

studies have shown that spread rates are highly sensitive to the extent and

frequency of the furthest dispersal distances [22]. In my context, I am focus-

ing on upstream dispersers (i.e., those moving against the dominant current).
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In coastal marine species, the life stage with the greatest dispersal distances

that occur naturally is typically the larval stage [32]. Therefore, it is im-

portant to determine the processes that influence larval dispersal. These

processes can be categorized in three groups [32]: (i) biological processes in-

cluding production, growth, development, and survival of larvae; (ii) physical

processes such as currents and turbulence; and (iii) behaviors, such as larval

vertical swimming, that link the two.

The main goal of this chapter was to study the effect of year-to-year

variability in dispersal on the spread rate of an invasive species. I used an

age-structured, integrodifference equation (IDE) model, extended from the

model developed by Gharouni et al. [47] with the addition of a stochastic

dispersal component to investigate the upstream spread rate of the green

crab on the east coast of North America. my model has two components, a

projection matrix describing the population stage structure (first-year juve-

nile, second-year juvenile and adult), and probability distributions (kernels)

modelling dispersal of each stage. For the larval dispersal kernel, I used

a mechanistic and flexible approach following Pachepsky et al. [121]. I first

used a deterministic version of the model to examine the relationship between

the spread rate and the dispersal and demographic parameters (net rate of

displacement, diffusion and recruitment). Note that I used the term “net

rate of displacement” rather than “advection”, because behavior and various

other processes in addition to passive advection influence how far a disperser

is displaced. I then allowed dispersal (specifically, the net rate of displace-
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ment and diffusion coefficient of larvae) to vary yearly by parameterizing the

dispersal kernels using a 3-dimensional hydrodynamic model of the Gulf of

St Lawrence [17, 82]. The same hydrodynamic model was used for several

other biological dispersal studies [34, 99, 100, 119]. The IDE framework is

well-suited to study the effect of heterogeneous dispersal on invasion spread

rates. The within-year variability in dispersal distances is reflected in the

shape of the larval dispersal kernel, and year-to-year variability is modelled

by allowing the parameters of the kernel to vary stochastically. Although I

use the green crab invasion as a case study, my model can be modified for

any species of interest.

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Model framework

my model consists of a system of IDEs describing the population dynamics of

three stages of female crabs: first-year female juveniles, second-year female

juveniles, and mature female adults. The general form of the model is

uuut+1(x) =

+∞∫
−∞

[K(x− y, t) ◦Buuu]uuut(y)dy, (3.1)

where uuut = (u1t , u
2
t , u

3
t ) denotes the vector of abundances of each stage at

discrete time (t) and continuous position (x). Buuu and K denote, respectively,
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the population projection matrix and the dispersal matrix, and are defined

as

Buuu =


0 0 φ bL

b1 0 0

0
κ− bAu3

κ− bAu3 + b2u2
b2 bA

 ,K =


0 0 k13

δ 0 0

0 δ δ

 . (3.2)

The projection matrix, Buuu, contains the demographic components of the

model. The parameters include the average number of female eggs produced

per mature female per year (φ), the probability that a given egg survives to

become a settled first-year juvenile (bL), the survival probabilities for first and

second year juveniles (b1 and b2, respectively) and the survival probability of

adults (bA). The fraction of second-year female juveniles that survive to settle

as adults (row 3, column 2 entry of Buuu) is assumed to be density dependent.

I assumed that there are κ sites available for adults to occupy, that surviving

female adults from the previous year, bAu3 , continue to occupy their sites,

and that second-year female juveniles then compete for the remaining spaces.

Thus, a fraction, κ−bAu3
κ−bAu3+b2u2

, of the b2u2 maturing year-two juveniles obtain

sites. Note that if u2 is small relative to the number of remaining sites,

then the number surviving approaches b2u2 and if u2 is large, the number of

survivors approaches the number of remaining sites.

Although my main interest is the effect of annual variations in disper-

sal distances, I first considered the case where the dispersal matrix has no

year-to-year variations. The larval dispersal kernel, k13 , models the disper-

sal of the current year’s offspring that survive to become first-year juvenile
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recruits. It is assumed that spread is driven by larval dispersal, so dispersal

in other stages is modelled by the Dirac delta function, δ. A mechanistic

larval dispersal kernel is used for k13 following Pachepsky et al. [121]:

k13(x− y) =

+∞∫
0

p(T )ω(T, x− y)dT, (3.3)

where p(T )dT is the probability a given larva settles in the time interval

(T, T + dT ), conditional on its having survived the dispersal process, and

ω(T, x − y) is the probability distribution of dispersing larvae at time T

following release. This approach enabled us to describe the dispersal process

more mechanistically than can be done using a simple Normal or Laplace

distribution for k13. For this chapter, I assumed a uniform distribution of

settling rates

p(T ) =

{
1

T2−T1 T1 ≤ T ≤ T2,

0 otherwise,
. (3.4)

That is, the duration of the larval pelagic period ranges from T1 (earliest

settlement) to T2 (latest settlement). I model larval drift as a normal distri-

bution:

ω(T, x− y) =
e−

((x−y)−vT )2

4DT

2
√
πDT

. (3.5)

This is a common assumption for marine species with a pelagic larval

stage (see e.g. [80, 142]). More specifically, I assumed larvae drift with mean

displacement µ = vT and standard deviation σ =
√

2DT , where v is the net

rate of displacement and D is the diffusion coefficient. I refer to Equations
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(3.1)-(3.5) as my deterministic model. I then introduce a time dependence

into K by allowing v and D to vary with year and refer to Equations (3.1)-

(3.5) with year-to-year varying v and D as my stochastic model.

To illustrate the shape of kernel k13 and its dependence on v and D,

I numerically computed Equations (3.3)-(3.5) (Figure 3.1). Note that for

our choice of p and ω, k13 does not have an explicit representation in terms

of simple functions. For illustration, I used several pairs of v (net rate of

displacement) and D (diffusion coefficient). Note that a small fraction of

individuals move upstream even with a downstream net rate of displacement

(negative v) [121]. The shape of the kernel changes with different values

of v and D, because of the interplay between the modifying effect of the

settling rate function and smoothing effect of the integration. Unlike the

shifted Normal, which is a rigid shift (no change in shape), this kernel shifts,

flattens and appears to approach a uniform distribution as v increases.

For deterministic models like Equation (3.1), it is conjectured that so-

lutions converge to a travelling wave solution with speed c∗ provided certain

conditions are met [114], where c∗ is the speed of the stable travelling wave

solution of the linearization of the model near uuu = 0. The conditions of the

conjecture are that (1) the initial conditions are bounded, positive and zero

outside a closed interval, (2) the leading eigenvalue of B000 is larger than one,

(3) 0 ≤ Buuuuuu ≤ B000uuu, and (4) the entries of K have moment generating func-

tions. I have verified that these conditions hold for my deterministic model

in Appendix A. The computations of c∗ follow the procedures detailed in [47],
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Figure 3.1: Representations of the larval dispersal kernel k13 (Equations (3.3)-
(3.5)) with different values for the net rate of displacement v (km d−1) and
diffusion coefficient D (km2 d−1). For this graph, T1 = 50 d and T2 = 90
d. Note how the kernel shifts, flattens, and appears to approach uniform
distribution as the absolute value of v increases.

with the addition that the moment generating function for k13 is computed

numerically. Similar to the results found in [47], there is a threshold in the

v-D parameter plane such that if v and D lie below this threshold, there is

no upstream travelling wave solution (c∗ < 0; see Figure 3.2) . If v and D
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are above this threshold, c∗ ≥ 0 and there is an upstream travelling wave

solution. Thus, following the terminology introduced by Caswell et al. [23], I

refer to a pair of v and D as a “good-year” pair if they lie above the threshold

and a “bad-year” pair otherwise.

Figure 3.2: Contours for upstream spread rate c∗. The solid line shows
the threshold for upstream spread, i.e., the relationship between net rate of
displacement v and diffusion coefficient D suggested by my model (Equations
(3.1)-(3.5)) beyond which upstream (northeastward) spread can occur (c∗ = 0
km y−1). A pair of v and D is referred as a “good-year” pair if it lies
above this threshold, otherwise the pair is referred as a “bad-year” pair. The
dash-dot line is the contour for c∗ = 17.8 km y−1, which is the estimated
spread rate of the northern lineage of the green crab in the Northumberland
Strait, Canada [47]. The other model parameters were fixed as adult survival
probability bA = 0.75, recruitment rate r = 23, and the start and end of the
larval settlement period T1 = 50 and T2 = 90.
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3.2.2 Parameter estimation

The annual survival rate of female adults is estimated as bA = 0.75 based

on a life span of 4 years [12]. Following [47], I define the adult recruitment

rate as r = φ bL b1 b2 and estimate it as r = 23 adult female offspring/female

adult/year. Without loss of generality, I assumed κ = 1 in my simulations;

this is equivalent to measuring populations as fractions of the available sites

per km. Green crab larvae spend between 50 and 90 days in coastal waters

and then return inshore to settle [73], thus I use T1 = 50 d, T2 = 90 d for all

calculations and simulations.

To estimate the temporal variability of the dispersal parameters (v and

D in k13 in Equations 3.3-3.5), I conducted particle tracking simulations using

a version of an ocean circulation model based on the Nucleus for European

Modelling of the Ocean (NEMO) system described in detail in [17] and [82].

The modelling system is based on the ocean code OPA version 9.0 [96]. The

model domain includes the Gulf of St. Lawrence, the Scotian Shelf and the

Gulf of Maine. The horizontal resolution is 1/12◦ in latitude and longitude

and 46 layers of variable thickness (6 m to 250 m) are used for the discretiza-

tion in the vertical. It is a prognostic model allowing for advection-diffusion

of the temperature and salinity fields which are only constrained through

open boundary conditions, freshwater runoff and surface forcing. Tidal forc-

ing is also included in the model. The hydrodynamic model is driving a

bio-physical model that can simulate advective dispersal of “particles” rep-

resenting green crab larvae in nearshore flow and hydrodynamic fields. The
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particle-tracking, individual-based model enables us to virtually release and

follow larvae that have behaviours (such as vertical swimming) under variable

environmental conditions. Because of data storage constraints, the physical

velocity fields are output as daily averages but they are interpolated to hourly

values to drive the biological model offline. The small scale diffusion coeffi-

cient in the particle tracking model is set at 25 m2s−1 following the work of

Chassé and Miller [24] and Hrycik et al. [61] to represent within-day varia-

tion such as tidal stirring, wind waves, tides, etc. The depth within which

the larvae are virtually swimming is set as 20-30 m in the Northumberland

Strait, representing larvae swimming up to 20 m at nighttime and down to

30 m in daytime [130, 151].

In the particle tracking simulation, I selected 8 release locations of larvae

along the mainland coast of the Northumberland Strait for each year from

2007 through to 2012 inclusive (i.e., 48 simulated dispersal kernels). The

related details of this computation and the results are to be found in Chapter

4. The 48 estimated pairs of (v,D) are presented in Table 4.1 (the highlighted

and bolded pairs) in Section 4.2. These estimates were used in the following

section to study the effect of year-to-year larval dispersal variability on the

spread rate.

3.2.3 Stochastic model spread rates

The linear conjecture and accompanying spread rate formulae cannot be

applied to my stochastic model. Hence, I use numerical simulations to deter-
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mine the mean spread rates with year-to-year variations in dispersal. Simu-

lations were carried out in Matlab R© (Matlab [102]; Math Works): for each

simulation, the model was run over 30 time-steps with initial conditions sym-

metric about the point x = 0 on the domain −3000 km ≤ x ≤ 3000 km. The

integral in Equation (3.1) was approximated by using the trapezoidal method

(via the Matlab function trapz ). The spatial domain was chosen sufficiently

large so that a travelling wave developed before reaching the boundary. The

location of the forward wave front (rightward in the 1-D spatial domain) was

defined to be the right-most point for which the adult population density

was above κ/2. The spread rate for a simulated solution to the stochastic

model was then taken to be the slope of a linear regression of the wave-front

locations.

To evaluate the effect of stochastic dispersal on upstream spread rate,

c∗, I did the following analysis.

(i) I chose 100 sample time-sequences of size 30 by randomly sampling

with replacement from the 48 estimated pairs of (v,D) (Table 4.1, high-

lighted part).

(ii) For each sample, I ran the model using the sequence of pairs of (v,D).

This resulted in a sample-specific “stochastic spread rate” which is de-

noted by cs.

(iii) I computed an “averaged (v,D)” for each sample by calculating the

arithmetic mean of the 30 kernels corresponding to each time-sequence
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of pairs of (v,D) obtained in step (i), and fitting the theoretical dis-

persal kernel (Equation (3.3)-(3.5)) to the result using the nlinfit()

function in Matlab R©. The spread rate resulting from this averaged

(v,D) is referred to as the “averaged spread rate” and denoted by ca.

(iv) I computed a “grand-averaged” estimate of (v,D) from the 48 estimated

pairs of (v,D) (Table 4.1, highlighted part) by the same method of

step (iii). The spread rate resulting from the grand-averaged (v,D) is

referred to as the “grand-averaged spread rate” and denoted by cg.

The same initial conditions were used for all model runs. I used a

developed travelling wave, because my focus is on the asymptotic spread

rate and not the transient dynamics. To obtain the developed travelling

wave I ran the model for 20 time steps using the grand-averaged estimate of

(v,D) with an initial population density of zero for first-year and second-year

juveniles, u10(x) = u20(x) = 0, and of one for the adults, u30(x) = 1 for x in

[−2, 2] and zero otherwise. 20 time-steps was observed to be sufficiently long

for travelling wave to develop.

All 48 pairs obtained from the hydrodynamics model were “good-year”

pairs. Since I were interested in scenarios where upstream spread did not

occur every year, I obtained a second set of 100 samples by simply subtracting

3 km d−1 from v in each of the 100 samples obtained in step (i) above. This

resulted in a mixture of good and bad years in each time-sequence. Then,

I repeated steps (ii), (iii), and (iv) with the shifted (v,D) pairs. Spread
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rates resulting from the shifted pairs are denoted by css, c
s
a and csg for shifted

stochastic, shifted averaged, and shifted grand-averaged spread rates.

Finally, I compared the stochastic, averaged and grand-averaged spread

rates by computing the differences cs − cg, cs − ca, and ca − cg, as well as

css − csg, css − csa, and csa − csg.

3.3 Results

Observations collected from various field studies over many years lead to an

estimated mean spread rate c∗ = 17.8 km y−1 for the upstream (northwest-

ward) invasion of green crabs in the Northumberland Strait [47]. Using this

value for spread rate in the relationship derived from my deterministic model,

Equation (3.1)-(3.5), gives a set of feasible net rates of displacement, v, and

diffusion coefficients, D, for a given recruitment rate, r = φ bL b1 b2 (Figures

3.2 and 3.3). Moreover, setting c∗ = 0 kmy−1 (termed the critical spread

rate) provides a threshold for dispersal parameters above which the advanc-

ing wave spreads upstream (northwest, positive spread) and below which the

wave retreats downstream (southeast, negative spread) (Figure 3.2). When

setting the recruitment rate to a reasonable estimate from field data for the

green crab (r = 23 adult female offspring per female per year; [47]) for these

two situations (the observed and the critical spread rates), the curve repre-

senting the feasible set of v and D is concave and decreasing in the (D, v)

plane (Figure 3.2). This indicates a compensatory relationship between the
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diffusion coefficient and the net rate of displacement. Specifically, when a

cohort of larvae experiences a downstream net rate of displacement (v < 0,

mostly due to downstream current), increased diffusion can compensate, lead-

ing to spread against the current [120]. In contrast, when the dominant flow

is upstream and results in an upstream net rate of displacement (v > 0),

the diffusion coefficient can be very low. When the recruitment rate, r, is

increased, the feasible values of v and D can be reduced for a given spread

rate (Figure 3.3). Thus, high downstream currents can be compensated for

by either increased D, increased r, or a combination of the two.

Environmental stochasticity can also lead to upstream spread. The

set of simulations seeded with both good years and bad years resulted in

upstream spread even when the averaged dispersal kernels did not support

upstream spread (Figure 3.4 c). In these simulations, almost all spread rates

using averaged kernels were smaller than spread rates using stochastic kernels

(99 out of the 100 samples; middle boxplot in Figure 3.4 d). In addition,

spread rates using averaged kernels were negative for all 100 samples, while

spread rates using stochastic kernels were positive for 89 out of the 100

samples (Figure 3.4 c). Similarly, in simulations run with only good years,

the spread rates from the model using stochastic kernels were all higher than

those from the model using the averaged kernels (Figure 3.4 a and b). As

expected, the comparison of the model using the sample-averaged kernel to

that using the grand-averaged kernel (right boxplots in Figure 3.4 b and d)

did not differ much, which is an indication that sampling (with replacement)
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Figure 3.3: Level curves at upstream spread rate c∗ = 17.8 km y−1 for
different values of recruitment rate r. The dotted curve is r = 23 and is
the estimate for recruitment rate for the green crab [47]. If the values of v
and D lie below one of these curves, then the deterministic model predicts
slower or no upstream spread for that particular value of r. The other model
parameters were fixed as bA = 0.75, T1 = 50 and T2 = 90.

30 out of the 48 kernels is sufficient to adequately capture the variability

among kernels.
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of the upstream spread rate for stochastic, sample-
averaged, and grand-averaged dispersal kernels. Panels (a) and (b) are a
scenario with only good years (featured by some upstream dispersal), and
panels (c) and (d) are a scenario with a mixture of good and bad years (the
latter featured by no upstream dispersal). See text for explanation of the
symbols associated with the spread rate c. Each point in the scatterplots
in panels (a) and (c) represents a pair of simulated spread rates, averaged
and stochastic, for a given random sample (a 30-year sequence of dispersal
kernels or parameters; see Figure 4.2 and table 4.1). If a point is above the
solid line, then the stochastic spread rate is greater than the corresponding
averaged rate. The dashed line represents the grand-averaged of my dispersal
kernels (Figure 4.2), which has the value cg = 21.5 km y−1 in panel (a) and
csg = −8.2 km y−1 in panel (c). The box plots in panels (b) and (d) present the
differences between the different types of modelled spread rates (stochastic,
sample-averaged and grand-averaged). The other model parameters were
fixed as bA = 0.75, r = 23, T1 = 50 and T2 = 90 for all simulations.
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3.4 Discussion

Analysis of my deterministic model (Equations (3.1)-(3.5)) showed that up-

stream spread and range expansion of marine organisms (such as aquatic

invasive species) can occur, because of the compensatory relationship be-

tween the demographic parameter (recruitment rate, r = φ bL b1 b2 ) and the

two dispersal parameters (larval net rate of displacement, v, and larval diffu-

sion coefficient, D). Upstream spread and range expansion can also be aided

by stochastic dispersal. As a second step in and for the main objective of

my modelling exercise, time-varying larval dispersal (using a hydrodynamic

model) was estimated and incorporated in the population model, thereby

converting it to a stochastic model. my results indicated that when dis-

persal parameters vary with time, knowledge of the time-averaged dispersal

process is insufficient for determining the upstream spread rate of the pop-

ulation. Specifically, and as an example, I showed that for the green crab

invasion along the east coast of North America, an upstream invasion spread

is possible over a number of years, even when there are only a few “good

years” featured by upstream dispersal among many “bad years” featured by

downstream dispersal. In the following discussion, I compared my results

to previous studies investigating effects of environmental stochasticity on

population dynamics. I included an examination of the different ways that

dispersal heterogeneity can be incorporated into a spatial model.
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3.4.1 Comparison with existing theory

The compensatory relationship I observed between the dispersal parameters

v and D is similar to that predicted by Fisher’s equation with advection

[43, 165]. The latter gives a hyperbolic relationship between advection, dif-

fusion and the intrinsic growth rate of the population. Fisher’s equation is a

single-stage partial differential equation. Petrovskii and Li [124] argued that

Fisher’s relationship also holds for the single-stage IDE when the dispersal

kernel is exponentially bounded. Here, I present an example to support the

generalization of this theory to structured IDEs (with multiple stages) with

exponentially bounded dispersal kernels (see also [47]). The compensatory

relationship means that a higher recruitment rate or a higher diffusion can

compensate for the negative effect of downstream larval advection.

Organisms can effectively increase D and decrease v through behavioral

adaptations exploiting variations in currents. Thus, more caution should

be taken when estimating dispersal parameters from oceanographic studies.

For example, Bonardelli et al. [15] estimated downstream advection in the

Northumberland Strait between 2 and 8 km d−1 (these estimates are similar

to [81] and [136] for general region (Gulf of St. Lawrence)). If this range of

advection is used as an upper bound for the net rate of downstream displace-

ment of larvae, v, then my model suggests that for diffusion coefficients in

the range of 10 to 100 km2d−1 , the recruitment rate, r, should range from

10,000 to 100,000 female recruits per female adult per year to maintain an

upstream spread. This range of recruitment is not realistic for green crabs
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(literature suggests r = 23 female recruits per female adult per year; [47]).

Note that the estimate of 2 − 8 km d−1 is for passive particles drifting in

surface current. However, larvae can swim vertically to take advantage of

different currents [59, 122], which may result in a higher diffusion coefficient

and/or lower net rate of displacement [57].

3.4.2 Time-varying dispersal in structured population

IDEs

In addition to exploiting the vertical structure in currents, organisms may

also take advantage of temporal variability in currents and turbulence. Study-

ing the effect of time-varying dispersal on invasion spread rates in structured

models has only recently received attention of theoretical ecologists. Caswell

et al. [23] provided a stochastic version of an earlier time-invariant model of

invasion speed for stage-structured populations [114]. For populations struc-

tured by a continuous state variable, Ellner and Schreiber [41] similarly pro-

vided a stochastic version of an earlier autonomous (time-invariant) model

for invasion speed [69]. Both Caswell et al. [23] and Ellner and Schreiber

[41] found that year-to-year variability in dispersal accelerated population

spread. my work with stochastic dispersal kernels supports this, as it resulted

in higher upstream spread rates than using the corresponding time-averaged

dispersal kernels.

Dispersal heterogeneity can be incorporated in population models in
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various ways. In my work, the dispersal heterogeneity includes both individual-

based and year-to-year variability. Specifically, the hydrodynamic model

[17, 82] that I used to simulate daily flow fields for a given year and coastal

location included an individual-based particle tracking submodel [24] to ob-

tain daily settler displacements within the larval settlement period. This is

analogous to Stover et al. [150]’s “heterogeneity”, where the diffusivity of

individuals is sampled from a probability distribution. They showed that

intra-annual dispersal variations leads to leptokurtic dispersal kernels, in-

creases the population’s spread rate, and lowers the critical reproductive

rate required for persistence in the face of advection. In my work, the hy-

drodynamic model also provided us with a set of realistic dispersal kernels

that I sampled from to represent year-to- year variability. This is somewhat

analogous to Ellner and Schreiber [41]’s approach, which included an annual,

random change in the importance (or weight) of two modes of dispersal,

namely short-distance dispersal and long-distance dispersal. Other means

of incorporating dispersal heterogeneity that I could explore include hetero-

geneity in larval behavior and development (for an example of a within year

process) or randomly changing the order of “good” and “bad” years (for an

example of a between year process).

Population persistence in an advective environment is theoretically re-

lated to the ability to invade upstream: aspects such as dispersal hetero-

geneities which affect spread rates also affect persistence in similar ways

[120]. For example, Williams and Hastings [170] consider metapopulation
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persistence in a patchy marine coastal environment, where the unidirectional

dispersal by larvae between patches is governed by a binomial random vari-

able. This year-to-year stochasticity in ocean flow patterns increases the

long-run growth rate of the metapopulation and predicts persistence, com-

pared to using a long-term average of ocean flow. Note that an opposite result

has been observed in other modelling studies on persistence in metapopula-

tions [145, 164]. For example, Watson et al. [164] showed that growth rates

calculated from a constant, averaged connectivity between populations rather

than the time series (connectivity versus year) were typically higher and so

overestimated the likelihood of persistence. Obviously, more modelling stud-

ies are needed to better understand when heterogeneities in dispersal lead to

persistence and when they do not.

3.4.3 Other considerations and future work

Geometric versus arithmetic averaging of dispersal kernels has an effect on

the spread rate of IDE models. Indeed, if the growth rate of a population

varies over time, the total population size is described by the geometric av-

erage of annual growth rates [154]. Using the same logic, this geometric

averaging also appears in the computation of asymptotic spread rates for

stochastic IDE models [23]. In my paper, I compared spread rates arising

from arithmetic averages, which is a common averaging approach. Stover

et al. [150] noted that the asymptotic spread rate resulting from arithmetic

averaging is always higher than that from geometric averaging. Thus, had I
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used geometric averaging, the difference between the stochastic spread rate

and that calculated from the averaged dispersal kernels would have been

even larger (box plots in Figure 3.4, panels b and d). Therefore, the type of

averaging done in modelling or experimental studies needs to be considered

carefully.

The simplification of a uniform settling rate of larvae in my model has

also recently been used in modelling green crab population dynamics [101].

Other forms of probability distributions for settlement rate include Gaussian

when it is normally distributed during the settlement period (i.e., with a main

event in the middle of the period; Siegel et al. [142]), peaked when there is a

one-time particularly strong settlement event at some point during the set-

tlement period [31], decay when initially settlement is high and decreases

over time [25], and, more generally, gamma when there is one main settle-

ment event which could be modelled any time during the settlement period

[177]. Such settlement probability distributions are useful approximations

for various settlement temporal patterns. However, beyond this considera-

tion on shape of the probability distribution for settlement rate, it is likely

that dispersal and settlement should not be separated into two functions

(as is typically done, including in my study). The dispersal and settlement

components of the kernel incorporate all sorts of physiological, behavioral

and hydrodynamic processes, including larval developmental rates and be-

haviors (e.g., responding to differential currents, water temperatures and/or

other cues) [126]. The interconnectedness among dispersal, development and
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settlement processes needs to be better understood and formally modelled.

Schreiber and Ryan [138] emphasized the importance of stochastic mod-

els to address predictions of increased interannual variability as a result of

climate change. My model can be used to assess the effect of environmental

stochasticity on rates of spread and range expansion of marine organisms.

More specifically, rising sea temperatures across the globe could lead to the

appearance of anomalous flow patterns, with incidental effects on dispersal

and population dynamics in many marine species [111]. Further, it has been

documented that the increase in water temperature causes pelagic larval

durations to be shortened and results in lower dispersal distances for ma-

rine organisms [115]. Decreased larval development times in warmer water

could influence the dispersal kernel and spread rates. Thus, my modelling

framework can be applied to develop and provide tools that predict spread

rates under various conditions and climate change scenarios (e.g. [92] for

recent climate change scenarios). Such tools are essential to inform maps of

range expansions and risk maps of areas prone to habitat degradation due

to aquatic invasive species activities.

3.5 Conclusions

Population spread is a complex ecological phenomenon involving the inter-

play between a number of processes, including demography and dispersal

of organisms, and variability in these processes. My results showed that
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incorporating time-varying dispersal in population models is important to

enhance understanding of spatial dynamics and population spread rates. I

showed that upstream invasion spread is possible even when there are only a

few “good” years (featured by upstream dispersal) among many “bad”years

(featured by downstream dispersal). This enhanced understanding of disper-

sal patterns helps guide quantification of connectivity among populations,

explain measurements of genetic structure of populations, and untangle the

past history of population and community dynamics that may not correspond

to observed averaged current patterns. Furthermore, improved estimation of

spread rates is key to developing effective responses to biological invasions in

marine systems.
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Chapter 4

Variability in larval dispersal of

aquatic invasive species: a case

study with green crabs on the

northwest Atlantic coast

Estimating the parameters of the dispersal kernel is important to better un-

derstand invasion spread rates in the IDE framework. In this chapter, I

review the procedure of estimating the larval dispersal kernel used in my

models in the previous chapter. Having dispersal data simulated using the

particle tracking and the hydrodynamic model discussed in Section 3.2.2, two

dispersal kernels are fitted to the dispersal data and results are compared.

Specifically, the two-parameter mechanistic dispersal kernel given by Equa-
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tions (3.3)-(3.5) is compared with the Normal dispersal kernel of Equation

(2.5). Both of these kernels are exponentially bounded. However, the mech-

anistic kernel takes into account the bahavioural component of larval settle-

ment. Also, this kernel cannot be represented in terms of simple functions

(see Appendix A). This makes the computation of the invasion spreading

speed, c∗, expressed in Equation (1.24), difficult compared to the case that

the Normal dispersal kernel is used. The objectives are (i) to identify any

spatial structure in larval dispersal, and (ii) to determine which kernel better

captures long distance dispersal.

4.1 Method

Estimates of the parameters of the dispersal kernels were computed using

a nonlinear regression to the output of a behavioural, particle-tracking sub-

model [24] embedded into a hydrodynamic model [17, 82] of the Gulf of St

Lawrence and the Gulf of Maine.

As mentioned in the previous chapter (Section 3.2.2), I selected 8 lo-

cations in the southwest of the Northumberland Strait as release locations

of green crab larvae along the mainland coast of the Northumberland Strait

for each year from 2007 through 2012 inclusive (6 years). The release lo-

cations were approximately 20 to 40 km apart and extended in a sequence

from southeast to northwest of the Northumberland Strait (see Figure 4.1).

The release dates within each year were daily from July 1st to 31st, and the
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Figure 4.1: Release locations of particles (representing green crab larvae) in
the Northumberland Strait, Canada. The locations are numbered from 1 to
8, from the southeast to the northwest. The dashed line is the modelled
coastline used for calculating dispersal displacement of projected particles.

release period was every hour during each day (to approximate the spawn-

ing period of green crabs in this region; [73]). This procedure of virtually

releasing and tracking larvae was repeated 5 times for a given location and

year. The trajectories of the particles were tracked for 90 days from the date

of release. Particle locations were recorded every day between day 50 and

90 to mimic the settling behaviour of the green crab [73]. The output loca-

tions (latitude and longitude) resulting from the hydrodynamic model were

projected onto a straight 1-dimensional coastline (dashed line in Figure 4.1).

The dispersal displacement from a source for a given particle is defined as

the distance between its projected locations at the release time and settling

time. Thus, for each year, each location and over the 40 days of recording

the trajectories’ locations, 148800 dispersal displacements were obtained.

I used the Matlab R© [102] package MMap to do all map-related computa-
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tions such as projection of a point on map and on a specified straight line (see

Figure 4.1), or the calculation of the distance between two points. The two

points in degrees (longitude, latitude) representing the straight coastline are

A = (−61.41, 45.61) and B = (−65.49, 46.54). I used point A as a reference

point from which the upstream (northwestward dispersal, positive dispersal

displacement) or downstream (southeastward dispersal, negative dispersal

displacement) dispersal was measured. For each trajectory, projection of the

initial release and end locations was taken to be the closest point on the line.

Then, two distances were calculated: (i) the distance from the projected

release point to the reference point A and (ii) the distance from projected

endpoint to A. The displacement is positive if the resulting distance in (ii) is

greater than the distance in (i) and the displacement is negative otherwise.

Note that for the choice of the 8 release locations, no particle trajectory left

the Gulf of St. Lawrence and thus point A was the most eastward point in

the whole calculation.

Further, for each year, the dispersal displacement data of the 8 locations

were pooled together to estimate the “pooled over locations” dispersal kernel.

Similarly, for each location, the dispersal displacement data of the 6 years

were pooled together to estimate the “pooled over years” dispersal kernel.

Finally, all 48 dispersal displacement data were pooled together to estimate

the “grand pooled” dispersal kernel. Note that the term “pool” has been used

whenever dispersal data are put together as opposed to the term “average”

which was used in Chapter 3 when we are referring to the arithmetic average
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of a set of probability density functions.

The general statistical procedure to estimate the dispersal parameters

and to verify the goodness of fit is as follows.

Step 1. A frequency distribution of dispersal displacement data was obtained

for a given set of data output from the hydrodynamic model.

Step 2. A probability density function representing the modelled larval dis-

persal kernel was fitted to the frequency distribution and the dispersal-

specific parameters were estimated.

Step 3. Two samples of size 1000 from each of the previous steps were drawn

randomly, standardized, sorted and the coefficient of determination

between the two samples was calculated.

In Step 1, a probability density from the output (frequency distribution)

was produced.

In Step 2, the maximum likelihood estimation [2] method was used for

the parameter estimation. The likelihood function based on a data set of size

N , X = {x1, · · · , xN}, is

L(X|θ) =
N∏
i=1

k(xi, θ), (4.1)

which is the probability of the data X given a set of parameter values θ ∈ Θ,

where Θ represents a feasible parameter space. k is the probability density

function which represents the larval dispersal kernel here. The maximum like-
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lihood estimator is the value θ∗ ∈ Θ that maximizes the likelihood function.

fminsearch() which uses the simplex search method of Lagarias et al. [79]

was used in Matlab R© [102] to estimate θ∗. Note that two modelled dispersal

kernels were involved in step 2: (i) the mechanistic kernel, k13 Equations

(3.3)-(3.5) in Chapter 3, with two parameters v (net rate of displacement)

and D (diffusion coefficient), and (ii) Normal kernel, kN in Equation (2.5)

in Chapter 2, with two parameters µ (net displacement downstream) and σ

(standard deviation).

In Step 3, through a graphical approach, if the two samples used in this

step are from similar distributions, then the scatter plot of the standardized

and sorted samples would appear as the 1:1 straight line. In addition, the

deviation of this plot from the straight line and the magnitude of the co-

efficient of determination, r2, give information about how different the two

distributions are.

The fitted mechanistic dispersal kernel, k13 (Equations 3.3-3.5), is plot-

ted for the 8 release locations and 6 release years in Figure 4.2 following the

statistical method in Step 2 of this section. In addition, for the purpose of

illustration, the fitted mechanistic dispersal kernel is plotted for “pooled over

locations” (the top row in Figure 4.2) and “pooled over years” (the most right

column in Figure 4.2). Note that the top right panel in Figure 4.2 represents

the “grand pooled” dispersal. The values of estimated pairs of the dispersal

parameters, (v,D), are presented in Table 4.1 in the order corresponding to

the order of panels in Figure 4.2.
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4.2 Results

It seems that there is a spatial structure in dispersal in Figure 4.2. Patterns

such as bimodal and leptokurtic dispersal are more apparent for some loca-

tions (such as location 2 and 8) than the others despite the fact that these

patterns does not seem to be consistent or repeatable. Also, it appears that

pooling the dispersal kernels over the release locations makes the dispersal

look more like a Normal distribution while pooling over years does not seem

to have this effect. This would imply that there are geological features in each

release location which are not independent from year to year and pooling over

time does not resolve these features. While by pooling over release locations,

much of those spatial structures which are independent of one another, would

be averaged out and this makes the pooled-over-locations’ kernel looks more

like a Normal distribution.

The comparison results of the mechanistic kernel and the Normal kernel

suggest that neither of the two modelled kernels could capture the dispersal

in the tail, which is likely due to the high variability in ocean currents from

location to location and year to year. For the purpose of illustration, results

of using the mechanistic and the Normal kernels are presented in Figures

4.3 and 4.4, respectively, for two selected locations and years. For example,

both kernels underestimate the positive dispersal displacement in location 1

through the 6 years, although it seems that Normal kernel is slightly a better

choice here than the mechanistic kernel (by comparing the r2). In contrast,
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the positive dispersal displacement is overestimated by the two kernels in

location 4 year 2010.
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of the mechanistic dispersal kernel k13 (Equations
(3.3)-(3.5)) and the hydrodynamic model data for various year and locations.
The sample size is 1000 in each panel.
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of Normal dispersal kernel kN (Equation (2.5)) and
the hydrodynamic model data for various year and locations. The sample
size is 1000 in each panel.
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4.3 Discussion

Determining the larval dispersal kernel in the IDE models is important to

capture spatial dynamics of aquatic invasive species. The underlying biophys-

ical processes that influence larval dispersal can be grouped into (i) biological

(such as development and survival), (ii) physical (such as currents and tur-

bulence), and (iii) behavioural (such as vertical swimming and settlement)

[32]. Although the dispersal component is assumed to be independent of

the demographic component in a general IDE model in Equation (1.13), this

assumption can be improved. Specifically, some of the biophysical processes

can be taken into account in the dispersal component and particularly in the

larval dispersal kernel.

The tool that I used in Chapter 3 to capture some of these biophysical

processes was the mechanistic dispersal kernel (Equations 3.3-3.5) parame-

terized by the hydrodynamic model output. Specifically, the settling com-

ponent, p, the movement component, ω, and the settling period, T2 − T1,

have been included in the mechanistic kernel k13 in Equation (3.3). Al-

though, for the sake of simplicity, I used uniform settling in Equation (3.4)

and Normal distribution in Equation (3.5) for p and ω respectively, other

functions can be used as discussed in Section 3.4.3. In addition, the hydrody-

namic model [96] equipped with the particle-tracking, behavioural submodel

[17, 82] approximates currents and turbulence. Further, the structure of this

model, as explained in Section 3.2.2, allows us to simulate and track some
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behavioural processes such as larval vertical swimming through the particle-

tracking model. Certainly, incorporating the biophysical processes into the

particle-tracking model will change the tail of the larval dispersal kernel, k13

(3.2), and consequently will influence the results of the invasion spreading

speed (see Chapter 1). Further work is required in the development of the

theory and testing different hypotheses.

On the other hand, the lack of data is a challenge to study the effect of

the biophysical processes on the larval dispersal. Further study needs to be

done on the type of the required data in this field as well. Incorporating the

biophysical processes into the hydrodynamic model enables one to capture

some of these biophysical processes that may help researchers to test some

important hypotheses such as:

(i) If the larvae spend shorter period in warmer water (e.g., caused by

climate change), they quite likely disperse less because they develop

and settle sooner and more of them survive to settlement relative to

the situation that they spend longer duration in water;

(ii) Some of the larval dispersal variability might be due to the fact that

they disperse longer or those that do not go close enough to the coast

survive less.

There are also open questions in our understanding of the biological

invasion process that have management implications. Some of these questions

are as follows.
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(i) What are the behaviours that allow larvae to return to the coast?

(ii) How is larval survival influenced by currents and turbulence?

(iii) How far offshore must a larva reach to be able to successfully settle?

As a methodological example, in the approach used in this thesis, all re-

leased particles (representing larvae) were assumed to be settled and involved

in the statistical analysis. This can be improved by filtering out those larvae

that did not fall close to the coastline after certain developmental duration

and would not presumably survive.

Note that a nonparametric approach, as opposed to my approach in

this thesis, can also be followed to estimate the larval dispersal kernel and

to estimate the spreading speeds. Specifically, a nonparametric estimator for

the moment generating function (1.9) which makes no assumption about the

form of the underlying kernel was developed by Clark et al. [28] (see also

[86]).
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

5.1 Summary

Developing and analyzing mathematical models are helpful to enhance un-

derstanding of processes and provide insight on possible practices to manage

the spread of an aquatic invasive species. The spread of the invasive green

crab (Carcinus maenas) along the east coast of North America has provided

an opportunity to examine the relationship between demographic and dis-

persal processes involved in the spread in a theoretical context. In summary,

the aim of this work was to provide insight on

• the consistent spread rates against dominant flow,

• the relationship between invasion spread rate, demography and disper-

sal,
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• the elasticity of the spread rate to changes in underlying parameters

and insights on and rank possible management strategies,

• the effect of year-to-year variability in dispersal on the spread rate of

an invasive species, and

• larval dispersal estimation.

Empirical estimation of spreading speed of southern (c∗S) and northern

(c∗N) green crab was carried out in Chapter 2 for the presence/absence data

for established populations along the one-dimensional east coast of North

America. For the southern lineage, c∗S = 14.2±3 km y−1 and for the northern

lineage c∗N = 17.8± 3 km y−1. While there are different reports of the green

crab spread rate in this zone [73], I estimated the invasion spread rates of each

lineage as accurately as possible by identifying and excluding suspect data

points from the regression analysis. The difference in estimated spread rate

of C. maenas along the east coast of North America may be partly related to

the use of different data sets, as well as different methods of projecting the

data to derive the distance between two locations. Also, it seems that the

advance might be limited to extremes in annual conditions and only appear

steady on the scale of decades (see the discussion in Section 2.4.5).

Examining the trade-off between demographic and dispersal parameters

in the context of spreading speed theory for structured IDE models was

central to my work. This relationship is hyperbolic in the Fisher equation [43]

and in unstructured IDEs [124]. Here, I present an example to support the
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generalization of this theory to structured IDEs. This relationship enhances

our understanding of how effectively organisms can exploit variations and

spread consistently in an extremely variable aquatic environment.

Elasticity analysis for the model with Normal and Laplace distribu-

tions, representing the larval dispersal kernel in Chapter 2, indicated that

the standard deviation of larval dispersal (σ), rather than vital rates (fecun-

dity, survival probabilities) has the most effect on spreading speed. However,

managing larval dispersal in coastal waters would be difficult to impossible.

The next parameters that most affected spread speeds were fecundity (φ) and

survival of larvae and juveniles (bL, b1, and b2). The parameter that least

affected spread dynamics in our model was survival of adults (bA), which is

currently and has been in the past the most considered parameter to manip-

ulate by managers. Our analysis suggested that reducing juvenile survival in

combination with reducing adult survival may be an effective and achievable

management strategy.

Dispersal heterogeneity occurs at two temporal scales: within the lar-

val period and among years. The kernel models variation within the larval

period. To model the variation among years, I allow the kernel parame-

ters to vary by year. Results indicated that when dispersal parameters vary

with time, knowledge of the time-averaged dispersal process is insufficient for

determining the upstream spread rate of the population. Rather upstream

spread is possible over a number of years when incorporating the yearly varia-

tion, even when there are only a few “good years” featured by some upstream
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dispersal among many “bad years” featured by only downstream dispersal.

Accounting for annual variations in dispersal in population models is impor-

tant to enhance understanding of spatial dynamics and population spread

rates.

The mechanistic approach to model the larval dispersal, as in Chapter

3, allows the incorporation of different types of motions integrated with set-

tling behaviour. This approach is more flexible as opposed to using simple

Normal or Laplace dispersal kernels in Chapter 2. Despite the flexibility of

the mechanistic dispersal modelling, our simulation shows that none of these

kernels is a good representative of larval displacement data in the tail.

5.2 Future Work

The structured IDE models studied in this thesis include three stages of

a population with demographic and dispersal features formulated. In all

studied models, it was assumed that the juvenile and adult stages are sessile

compared to the larval stage. The spread of the green crab has shown a fairly

consistent northeast (upstream) speed in the east coast of North America,

despite much environmental variability. Note that it is not obvious that the

larvae are the longest distance dispersers upstream. This is because there

is a dominant drift downstream, discussed in Chapter 2, that has a nega-

tive impact on the upstream dispersal of larvae. In addition to the dispersal

upstream, there is also survival process to the juvenile stage, settlement pro-
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cess and variability of these processes that influence the larval dispersal.

This makes it plausible to think that this consistency of the upstream in-

vasion might be due to a consistent natural dispersal of other stages such

as juvenile and adult stages. Obviously, further study of (i) larval dispersal

processes using hydrographic modelling, (ii) field investigations of juvenile

and adult movement and incorporating these stages’ dispersal into the devel-

oped models, (iii) assessing the effect of different types of dispersal kernels

beyond the exponentially-bounded Normal and Laplace distributions, and

(iv) evaluating the effect of patchy habitats on the crab’s spreading speed

would improve the quality of model outputs.

The elasticity analysis carried out in Chapter 2 indicated that the stan-

dard deviation of larval dispersal (σ), rather than vital rates (fecundity, sur-

vival probabilities) has the most effect on spreading speed. This result is

partly due to our assumption that only larvae disperse and not juveniles and

adults. It has been shown in age-structured reaction-diffusion models that

the spreading speed increases as the mobility of the immature population

stages increases [146]. For the models developed in this thesis, the invasion

is due to larvae dispersal and the wave is pulled forward by growth and larval

dispersal at the leading edge of the invasion. This means that the average age

of the adult crabs decreases towards the front of the wave. This conjecture

could be generalized to any spreading species where dispersal is dominated

by the larval stages and the adults are sessile, and should be checked in the

field.
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In Chapter 3, further study is required to compare the effect of using

geometric versus arithmetic averaging of dispersal kernels on the spread rate

of IDE models. Specifically, in Chapter 3 the simulated averaged spread

rates arise from arithmetic averages, which is a common averaging approach

in ecology. However, Stover et al. [150] noted that the asymptotic spread

rate resulting from arithmetic averaging is always higher than that from

geometric averaging. Thus, had I used geometric averaging, the difference

between the stochastic spread rate and that calculated from the averaged

dispersal kernels would have been even larger (box plots in Figure 3.4, panels

b and d). The comparison of spread rates arising from these two types of

averaging in modelling or experimental studies needs to be studied.

The decomposition of demography and dispersal processes in the IDE

models can be improved. This is due to the fact that larval dispersal is influ-

enced by all sorts of physiological, behavioural and hydrodynamic processes,

including larval developmental rates and behaviours (e.g., responding to dif-

ferential currents, water temperatures and/or other cues) [126]. One way

to improve my model, is to incorporate some processes such as survival and

development into the settlement of larvae. Specifically, the mechanistic dis-

persal kernel, k13 in Equation (3.3), includes two processes of settlement and

dispersal through p and ω respectively. For the sake of simplicity, settling

rate was assumed to be uniform, Equation (3.4), in my model which can be

changed. It would be interesting to examine the impact of this change on

the spatial dynamics of population and the invasion spread rate. This needs
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to be better understood and formally modelled.

The model developed in Chapter 3 can be used to assess the effect of

environmental stochasticity and climate change on rates of spread and range

expansion of marine organisms. More specifically, rising sea temperatures

across the globe could lead to the appearance of anomalous flow patterns,

with incidental effects on dispersal and population dynamics in many marine

species [111]. Further, it has been documented that the increase in water

temperature causes pelagic larval durations to be shortened and results in

lower dispersal distances for marine organisms [115]. Decreased larval de-

velopment times in warmer water could influence the dispersal kernel and

spread rates. Thus, our modelling framework can be applied to develop and

provide tools that predict spread rates under various conditions and climate

change scenarios (e.g. Long et al. [92] for recent climate change scenarios).

Such tools are essential to inform maps of range expansions and risk maps of

areas prone to habitat degradation due to aquatic invasive species activities.

This thesis was motivated by some ecological questions regarding the

spread of aquatic invasive species in general and regarding the spread of the

green crab in particular. For the green crab, our data analysis showed that

the green crab has had a fairly consistent northward spread rate along the

east coast of North America since its first introduction in the 1800s, covering

more than 5◦ of latitude, about 2000 km of coastline, different water bodies,

and two cryptic invasions. The underlying factors involved in any invasion

process can be grouped into demographic and dispersal. Using the integro-
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difference modelling approach enabled us to incorporate these processes into

a theoretical model and examine the sensitivity of the spread rate to the

underlying parameters. I found that changes in dispersal had more effect

on the spread rate than changes in demographic parameters. Lastly, I in-

corporated and examined the effect of dispersal heterogeneity in an invasion

process. I concluded that environmental stochasticity can lead to upstream

spread in aquatic systems and year-to-year variability in dispersal accelerated

population spread.
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Appendix A

Existence of Travelling Wave

Solution for the IDE Model

3.3-3.5

Here we check the conditions of Proposition 1.2.1 for the IDE model equations

3.3-3.5 developed in Chapter 3.

Condition (1) of Proposition 1.2.1 is easily verified for our model (equa-

tions 3.3-3.5). Specifically, the unique interior equilibrium βββ = (φbLu
∗
3, φbLb1u

∗
3, u
∗
3),

where u∗3 = κ(1−α)
rα−bAα+bA

given that r = φbLb1b2 and α = 1−bA
r

.

Our model satisfies condition (2) since we assumed that habitat is spa-

tially homogeneous.

It is easy to verify that the equations for each stage are continuous and

nondecreasing with respect to uuu, thus our model is order-preserving, thus
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conditions (3) and (4) are satisfied.

Linearization of our model (equations 3.1-3.5) in the vicinity of uuu = 000

leads to using matrixBBB0 in (3.1) in the analysis. Note thatBBB0 here is identical

to the demographic matrix, BBB, used in the linear and density independent

model developed by [47]. For our model, BBBuuu ≤ BBB000, thus condition (5) is met.

To prove condition (6), it is sufficient to show that the moment gen-

erating functions exist for all the kernels in dispersal matrix KKK in (3.2).

The moment generating function for the Dirac delta function is 1. Here,

we showed that the kernel k13 (for the stage with dispersal, i.e.,larvae) with

the choices of p(t) and ω(t, x − y) as in equation (3.4) and (3.5), represent-

ing settlement rate and larval dispersal kernel respectively, is exponentially

bounded following the method of asymptotic expansion. The integral form of

larval dispersal kernel in equations 3.3-3.5 can be expanded and represented

as a summation of the error function

erf(x) =
2√
π

∫ x

0

exp(−t2)dt

, as follows:

k13(z) = − 1
80v

e
zv
2D (e

zv
2D erf(

√
2(50v+z)

20
√
D

) + e−
zv
2D erf(

√
2(50v−z)
20
√
D

)−

−e
zv
2D erf( 1

60

√
2
√
5(90v+z)√
D

)− e−
zv
2D erf( 1

60

√
2
√
5(90v−z)√
D

)).

The asymptotic expansion of k13(z) for z � 1 reveals the behavior of the

kernel’s tail. To calculate the asymptotic expansion, we used the series()
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function in Maple [98] with z set as infinity. The following expression has

been calculated

(
27
√

10D

2
√
πz2

e−
45
2

v2

D − 7290
√

10D(D − 15v2)√
πz4

e−
45
2

v2

D +O(z−6)

)
e

−zv
2D e

−z2

360D ,

which is dominated by C(z)−2e−z
2

for a positive constant C.

This asymptotic expansion of k13(z) implies that the dispersal kernel

defined in equations 3.3-3.5 is bounded by the Normal distribution. Thus, all

entries of the dispersal matrix KKK (3.2) have a moment generating function.

This matrix is irreducible, due to the fact that corresponding graph of is

strongly connected. Note that in the present work and following [47], HHH(s) =

BBB000 ◦MMM(s), in which moment generating function is denoted by (MMM(s))ij =∫ +∞
−∞ eszkij(z)dz.
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